
5TH SPECIAL' FORCES GROu:2 

The 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), 1st Special Forces, was 
activated at Fort Bragg, North Carolina., on 21 September 1961. The 
assigned mission of the unit was to train personnel in counterinsurgency 
methods to be employed in SoutheAlst Asia in the Re.Qublic of Vietnam. 

Less than one year ~fter activation, the 5th Special Forces Group 
was ordered to deploy detachments for 6 months TDY to Southeast Asia 
with duty in the Republic of Vietnam. Since 9 September 1962, the 
unit had rotated detachr.ients between Fort Bragg, North Carolina and 
Southeast Asia. 

The Group is essentially involved in conducting anti-guerilla Warfare, 
and Qrima.rily does this through four diversified missions. These are: 
The Civilian Irregular Defense Group (CIDG) Progxam; the Refugee Reset
tlement .Program; the Civic Action and Psychological Operations Progxam; 
and the Sector/SUb~Sector Advisory Role. 

The 11doers 11 in a S:pecial Forces Group, are the various detachments 
which compose it. The core of the Group being the smallest detachment, 
the ".b." Detachment, which is also the mst numerous. Larger detachments 
with commensurately broader missions are the "B" and "C" detachment so 
These varied organizations in Vietnam are generally composed as follows~ 

110" DETACHMENT:. This unit, the next lower headquarters to the Group is a 
command and control headqua.::ters co-located with each of the Vietnamese 
Arrey cor~;s headquarters. 

"B" DErACHMF.N!: This unit. supervises and assits in a five week leadershi:p 
training :progran for CIDG platoon and squad leaders IU'ld a five week course 
for CIDG reconnaissance pl·•,toons from each "A" detachment. 

"A" DErl~CHMEN!: The "A" detachment is the backbone of the Special Forces 
effort. These are th0 people who live in the remote areas of Vietnam and 
work with the JX30}?le. The "A" detachment is tailored to function most 
effectively within the three phases of the Revolutionary Development Pro
grams; the clearing, securing, and developmg stages. The clearing stage 
is l)J'.'ima.rily involved in military o~erations. 

Du.ring the securing stage we are primarily interested in ferreting out 
the VC infrastructure and re.rilacing it with GVN control. 

Du.ring the developing stage greater emphasis is placed on civic o.nd 
political affairs of the local gcvernoont. Military operations are dimi
nished during this Qeriod.. We develop the econoDzy' of the area; establish 
firm GVN control over the population. As control nasscs to the local civilian 
authoritiesg we tailor down the detachment to the minitlurn essential US ~e~
sonnel required to i.~sure that the local officials continue to control the 
area successfully. Eventually we will be able to phase US p:irsonnel .out 
completely. 

We can illustrate our ov-erall activities by comparing our p.."t'ograrn to 
a table. One leg is mill tary operu.tio..ris, one is j,ntelligence, t he 3:?:"d is 
civic action and the final leg is psychological Oi)erations. Without equal 
effort to each 11leg11 the balance of the Special Forces program would be ad
versely affected. This balanced effort is what distinguishes Special Forces 
operations from those of conventional units in Vietnam. 
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ANNEX C (Compa.ni C Unit History) to Outline History of the 5th Speci al 
Forces Group (Airborne), 1st Special Forces Participation in the CIDG 
Program 1961 - 1970 (/ 
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III. HISTORY OF COMPANY c, MR-I 'Ncllf.s. 
'SJ_z::1•eD 

(u) Introduction: 

a. Company C's history began later than that of Company Band the 
expansion of the CIDG program was later and not as rapid. This is ac
counted for by several factors. MR-2, with its large Montagna.rd popula
tion was the ideal place to initiate the program. It possesses several 
major population centers which a.re basically highland in orientation -
Ban Me Thout, Pleiku and Kontum, also Dalat. Ban Me Thuot is a cultural 
center for the Montagnards and a.round it is centered the most populous 
and advanced tribe, the Rhade. MR-2 also is the widest pa.rt of Vietnam; 
there is a substantial hinterland beyond the ooa.st, and a most strategic
ally valuable section it is. MR-1 is a sharp contrast to this picture. 
The country here ha.a narrowed down to the thin neck which connects the 
demilitarized zone to North Vietnamo There a.re no major cities in tha in
terior. The zone ha.a only five provinces compared to MR-2. The Montagna.rd.a 
are less advanced and poorly known and live in smaller tribes. Many inl and 
areas are completely unpopulated because of the remoteness of the area and 
also because, here, the ravages of war have fallen heavi est. 

b. The proximity to North Vietnam presented a whole new set of pro
blem.a. The DMZ alwa_rs presented the threat of f'ull scale conventional 
invasion by the NVA. Thus, this wa.s one of the first areas to receive 
conventional support, On the other border, Laos has proven a looser 
frontier than even Cambodia.. The Ho Chi Minh Trail empties directly 
aoro•a the border, and the NVA has held southern Laos for over ten ;rears, 
in effect, giving MR-1 two North Vietnamese borders. 

o, Finally MR-1 i1 farthest diatant from the present political cen
ter of South Vietnam - Saigon. True it bu a major salt water port at 
Da Nans, but thi1 facility bu chiefly served American foroaa, The GVN's 
pre1enoe, hewtver, here ia subject to ita weakest point, and the oloaeness 
to North Vietnam overlhadow1 what amall inf'luenoe exists. Hare the war 
bu gone hardest &nd today MR-1 i1 the leut pacified of the four milita.r, 
region•• 

d, Finally, the h11torio&l rtoordl tor Oompfll:cy' 0 are fewer and leas 
detailed, .A.ooount1 aervived of all the major 11ige1 &Ud a few of the 
l&:r:'pit operation.a, but two hup 11t1 of dooument1 a.ren°t available - the 
MOOS'O'M and the 1967 h11torioal wney, ihu1 our highlights of the hiatory 
up to 1968 will be limited, Milch of the oz,p.ni1ational materiel to-r the 
OIDQ p:os;r:am hu &lroa~ been dt10ribed under 00!lll)&n1 :a. Therefore, this 
materiel will not bt repeated, 't I 
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NARRATIVE HISTORY 1961-19€:4 MR-1 
~ ~CZ 

History of 0-any C Under 5TH Special Forces Group ~&& 

~~b l. ~ The Initial Employment of the USASF. 

a. In May of 1960 the ARVN established three training 
centers for the Ranger Program. One of the centers was at 
Da Nang in MR-1. Instructors were from the 7th Special 
Forces Group. In February 1961, a Mobile Training Team took 
over and an 'A' team was created. 

b. The training camp was located about 5 miles west of 
Da Nang City and it became kno'W?l as the Hoa Cam Training Center. 
Civil Guard arxi Self Defense training occured here, and with the 
implementation of the CIDG program, CSF training for MR-1 
occured here. 

2. ~The CIDG Program 1961-1964 - Growth. 

a, The area development Center concept explained under 
; •. -2, and aimed at developing tribal assets was the first 
application of the CIJXl program in MR-1. The ADC was under 
the Combined Studies Division (CSD) in the early phase. 

b. Star ti~ in January 1962 USASF personnel at Hoa Cam 
began training a variety of paramilitary groups. These 
included Civic Action Cadres, Diat~ict Volunteers, Force 
populaire teams, Raneera, Trailwa.tchors, Mountain Commandos 
and Village Health Workers, By .:n••August 1962, Hoa Cam consisted 
of one 'B' detachment an:i 3 1 A I detachments, Of these programs 
the Trailwata,. ere proved useful to the CIOO program after it 
shifted emphasie to the border areas, 

o, The first CIOO camp in MR-l was Phuoc Son, which op~ned 
in Maroh 1962 under OPT Rybat, In May, Mang Buh, then in MR l, 
was founded, It was later transferred to B•24's control in 
Kontum, In August, at Khe Sanh, a district headquarters, another 
C!DO 1A1 oamp opened, followed in September by Detachment B-llo 
undor tho command ot MAJ Edwin C, Wilson, which moved into Da 
Nang a.nd bocamo tho controlling headquarters for MR•l until 
Novombor 1964 whon tho PCS 101 detachment arrived, under Sth 
Spocial Forc11, Tho ond of 1962 wa! tho opening of four new 'A' 
dotAchmonto, Tra My, in Octobor, Ba To, in Novombor, Tra Bong 
and Phu Hoa in Docombor, 
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d. Aiso in 1.962, on 15 December, us Arm., ,.Special ForcesO 

(Provisional) V J.-.;tnam (USASF(P )(V) assumed fu 71 control of ~ 
MR-1 detachments, replacing the CSD. The operation was known A 

as SWITCHBACK, . and some change of program occurred for the ~ 
CIDG. The Area·'bevelopement Centers remained under the CIOO, 
but camps concerned with border surveillance were retained under 
CSD, In MR-1, this move affected Khe Sanh and Kham Due camps. ~t"\ 
The period saw some unusual arrangements ~ta few border s1tes, "U:>. 
two- hal.f'"' 1 A I detachments occupied the same location - one under 'y<\ 
USASF( P)V, developing tribal assets, the other under CSD, pursuing ~ 
Border Surveillance. The Mountain Commando/Scout program also passed '\.'.~ 
under CSD. The Hoa Cam cent er continued training pro gr ams ; 1n ~1ay ~ 
1963 it was converted to the Vietnamese. 

e. A summary of MR CIDG camps as of December 196'' hel"e fo] lowsi 

PROVINCE CIOO CAMP MISSION 

l. nua~ Tri Khe Sanh Border Surveillance, CIDG 
2. Quan~ Mam Da Nang Control 
3. Quang Nam Hoa Cam CIDG, Mountain Scouts, 

Rangers. 4. Quang Nam Phu Hoa CIDG s. Quang Tin Tra My CIDG 

f. In 1963 under USASF(P-)V, a whole host of new camps was 
opened, and others were closed. The nationwide gain was 32 camps. 
In MR-l, Ha Thanh opened in January. Gia Vue replaced Ba To the 
.following month. Thia new camp drew enemy attention from its found
ing. From February to June 1963, it received continuous mortar 
attacks and probes. Activity against other camps also increased 
after a quiet 1961-1962. Why did the enemy wait two years to teat 
the new orogram? One possible explanation was tha} the CIDO program 
was '- different approach which caught the VC off bal&Jlce . First o.t' 
all, it struck at their heart of operations - th populations used 
for recruitin1 now guerrillas. Then too, the CIDO camps stressed 
a mobile deferso instead of a static one. Aggressiveness was the 
keynote of CTDQ operations and the enemy wasn•t aooustomed to this 
sort of oppoai tion. At this early period, with only VC UJU te to 
contend with, heAvily fortified statio defensive camps weren1t 
neoeu.ry , 

S• In March 1963 came more now oamps Ta Bat, Nam Dong, 
and An Diom in Mo.roh l963J and Hiep Duo in April, Meanwhile, in 
June, Phuo Hoa ol011d, 

h, In Juno 1963, boeaurrn C,'.30 ltlokcd sut.fioient persoMtl to 
~U&l.l1'1 the LAou And OAmbodia bordora, tho border 1urveillan0e program 
and 1auot1 paoaad undor tho oontrol ot USASF(P)V, and ab the same 
timo losiatioal 1upport ot the CWO paned under USASF(P)V, SS\f\(0 . 
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• • UNCLASSIFIE;D _ 
i. In August 1963, camp Tra Bong closed and a new 

camp opened at Kham Due. Then in December, Phuoc Son and 
Hiep Due closed, both because of a lack of support and resupply 
difficulties. Logistics always presented a problem for the CIDG 
program. The camps were scattered natiomr. de, and the supply 
points were 1 iinited. Where camps were located in hostile territory, 
aerial resupply was almost absolutely necessary. This, however, 
required an airstrip, which in hostile areas could be endangered, 
forcing resupply by airdrop. Just as the CIDG camp was highly 
mobile, its logistics system had to be mobile. The problems 
weren1 t solved satisfactorily until the arrival of 5th Special Forces, 
at which time the 1C1 and 1B1 teams became forward supply points. 
The need for aerial support was never altered however and the CIDG 
program was always heavily dependent on USAF assets. 

j. The other problem with population assets arose only after 
the mission began t<., s}· ift to border surveillance. Under the ADC 
program, a sizeabl, population was axiomatic for the founding of 
a new camp, but once camps were located with emphasis upon border 
control, the location did not always coincide with a large popula
tion resource. This problem was especially severe in MR-1 where 
the border re~ions were very sparsely populated, Nor was it a good 
solution to brtng in CIDG from another area. The Montagnards were 
loathe to ser~a in an area away .from their families, where the war 
did not directly concern them, and the prospect of manning a camp 
like Ashau appealed only to the most adventurous types. Once the 
NVA started besieging the border camps, the CIOO was even less 
inclined to work in them. Special inaentives were eventually tried 
out, but the border camps always had recruiting proolems and high 
AWOT, and desertion rates. The CIDG were paramilitary forces, but 
rortnlnly not mercenaries. The Nungs of the MSF came closest to 
~.rn concept of professional fighters, and it is no surprise to 
£ind them manning aome camps, like Kham Duo, where of ~00 personnel, 
407 were Nunes • 

k. On l May 1964, a directive was issued which integrated 
tho OIDO program into the country wide Pacification program. Opera
tional control of tho 'A' and 'B' detaohmants passed over to tho 
Stnior Advisor of each Corps Area. Thie partly came bout as a 
roault of tho VNSF paooing from a oopo.rate command into the RVNAF 
in lo.to 1963. 
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• 
m. The first quarter of 1964 was marked by the closing 

of camps Ha Thanh, Tra My and Ta Bot. A lack of population 
closed the Ta Bot camp and Tra My had its mission turned over 
to the District Chief. Camp Ashau, overlooking the large Ashau 
Valley infiltration route, was opened during this period. In 
July 1964, A Ro opened and Am Diem closed, its Mobile Training 
mission completed. 

n, In July 1964 came the first serious attack against a 
crro camp in MR-1. The attack followed shortly after a similar 
attempt in MR-2 at Polei Kroug, 

.. o. At 0230, 6 July 1964 a reinforced battalion launched an 
as:. au1 t aginst Camp Nam Dong A-727, in Thua Thhr. Province. The 
att~~k opened with a ferocious mortar barrage which hit most key 
installation in the camp. The defense included members of 7th SFGP, 
and Nungs, and these saved the camp. Following the mortar attack 
CW'lt the first of three ground assaults. It penetrated the perimeter 
and totally routed the CIDG, most of whom were asleep. The USASF and 
Nungs however, guarding the inner perimeter were at their posts and 
were well supplied with ammunition. The Nung commander had noted 
several incidents in the nearby village, hence his posting of the 
Nungs. It was just as well, for the enemy zeroed in on the barracks 
along with other buildings. The radio shack was another building targeted 
for destruction. The radio operator was asleep insidej but as the 
first rounde impacted, he rolled out and tapped out a message: "Under 
intense mortar attack,.,,," 60% of the casualties occurred in the 
first 15 minutes, The VO had crept up and cut the wire before the 
attack, and their acanult headed for the 61mm mortar pit. They 
tossed in grenade~, but the detachment commander, CPT Roger Donlon 
heroically held out and tried to rescue the detachment gunner whom 
the grenades had wounded, CP'l' Donlon received the Conr,rf'R:i1 nMl 
Medal of Honor for his courageous action, The ini t.ial ,,RonnJ".'f, 
carried the outer perimeter but the Nungs and USAS.F hultod it. 
Twice more the VC charged with great spirit but withering fire 
repulsed them. Special troops, wtll fed and rested led the 
asaaults, 

p, Relief did not arrive until dawn, by which time the VC 
wore retiring, US Marine helicopters would not fly in support of 
the 00.1\ unloaa illumination was providod, although, ironically, the 
faro ahip roportod tho camp alight by i ta own .fires, As for the 
VNAF, it WH tho weokond of 4 July And they wera all o1'f duty, asleep. 
Not oven tho tla.ro uhip waa loaded or reo.dy to fly• Ii tlid finally 
o.rrivo • At 0430, tooal roliot didn•t fo.ro muoh botter , The District 
Chiof At Kho Tro hHZ'd tho AH&ult and o.lorted hia two Civil Guard 
00mpAnieu, Howovor, teuins an wnbuuh (no doubt, wall founded) he 
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wouldn1t set out until dawn. The units arrived just as the last 
VC withdrew. So, the defense was pretty much on its own. 

q. An analysis of the attack revealed that two entirely 
coincidental factors probably saved the camp. The inner perimeter 
which held was part of an old French fort» incorporated as the 
core of the camp. The Nungs were at their positions because a 
fight had occurred over a woman in camp, and the Nung leader 
feared an incident that night. Agitators had induced the CSF to 
drink and hao also stirred up the village, so that decission by 
the Nungs wasn 1 t entirely accidental. On the negative sidei camp 
defense wasn1 t at its peak. Due to impending closeout, grass had 
been allowed to grow in the wire. Further, the District Chief 
had insisted that his Civil Guard patrol west of the airfield, and 
that Nam Dong I s people stay out. The attack came from precisely that 
quarter. The 1!C achieved complete support •;t- One other factor hurt 
the VC; they attacked relatively late 123v, antl thus dawn arrived 
soon after the third assault and the enemy had to leave for fear of 
reinforcements. 

r. The series of attacks promptea :•iACV to publish a new 
defense SOP. Cover became mandatory for antornatic weapons, early 
warning systems and counterintelligence measures were implemented to 
prevent other surprise raids. It is from this time, that the defense 
of the camps became more static laid out in a particular pattern. 
However, experience was to show that even with the new defense, the 
best preparation against surprise consisted of aggressive, mobile, 
patrols and operation in the TAOR. As enemy forces grew stronger 
this consideration became vital, 

s. In September 1964, the Montagnard Rebellion affected MR-2 
camps around Ban Me Thuot, but it had no effect in MR~l. 

t. In August of 19(4, Typhoon Tilda struck the Ashau Valley 
and demolished Camp Ashau, The camp is remote and reconstruction 
was a long and laborious task. Until the work was finished, the 
camp was in a very precarious position as the local Montagnards 
were open VC sympathizers and refused all assistance to the USASF. 
Personnel to man Ashau were recruited from the lowlands. The camp 
was of great importance because it commanded the approaches and 
an infiltration route to Hue and its envirous, 

u. In Septemb, r 1964, Camp Ta Ko opened with a border 
surveillance/cmo mission. This event concluded the early history 
of Company O1s A, o. R. , MR~l 
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CAMP PROVINCE DATE OPENED DATE CLOSED REMARKS 

An Diem Quang Nam Mar 63 July 74 
A Ro Quang Nam Jun 64 
Ashau Thua Thien Mar 64 
Ba To Quang Ngai Nov 62 Feb 63 
Da Nang Quang Nam Sep 62 VB' detachment 
Gia Vue Quang Ngai Feb 63 Rhe CIDG 
Hiep Due [..!uang Tin Apr 63 Dec 63 
Hoa Cam Quang Nam Nov 61 May 63 
Kham Duc(l)Quang Tin Sep 63 Camp closed, later 
Kham Duc(2)Quang Tin Feb 64 reopened 
Khe Sanh Quang Tri Aug 62 BRV CIOO 
Phu Hoa Quang Nam 31Dec62 Jun 63 
Ha Thanh Quang Ngai Jan 63 Feb 64 
Ta Bot Thua Thien Mar 63 Mar 64 
Ta Ko Quang Nam Sep 64 
Ta Rau Thua Thien Mar 63 Jul 64 
Tra Bong Quang Ngai Dec 62 Aug 63 
Tra My Quang Tin Oct 62 Feb 64 

3. - The coming of 5th SFGP 1964 - 1965 

a. From a document dated 3 February 1965, we learn that 
General Order 180 dated l October 1964 activated the 5th Special 
Forces Group in Vietnam. The Group had traird.ng at Ft Bragg for 
its mission and it deployed in October on a PCS basisi with an 
authorized TO&E of 1,297. The 5th SF Group received responsibility 
for the CIDG program and it absorbed the USASF(P )V troops already 
in Vietnam. 

b. During November 1964, detachment C-1, Company c, opened 
in Na Nang and a 1B1 detachmentj B-lJ was established in Kham Due 
on 10 November 1964. This latter unit was a TDY element and upon 
its return to CONUS on 26 June 1965, 1 t was not replaced. Kham 
Due became a traim.ng center • 

c. During 1965, no major activity occurred in MR J except for 
the arrival of conventional units which caused the shifting about 
of many CIDG camps. An organizational change was the assumption of 
the sub~sector advisory role by 'A' camp commanders. The move was 
suggested by COL John H. Spears, 5th SFGP Commander This program 
is discussed further under Co B's history. In February 196~, Camp 
Ta Ko closed and A Ro followed in April because of a lack of population, 
activity and resupply problems. In January, the vr. overran the District 
Headquarters at Tra Bong, and in Marek, a dee eion was made to reopen 
the CIOO camp there. Ila Thanh reopened in AprJ.J. b cause of increased 
VC activity. It 1 s TACR was 70% Hre Montagnardi and the camp received 
a subsector advisory role. Camp Ba To opened in March A Luoi opened 
1n May and Ta Bat also reopened. The purpose for 1-jll the movement was 
to create a line of camps to protect the border with Laos against 
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infiltration. The line of camps would include Ashau,"'-A Luoi, Ta Bat and Nam 
Dong. With the CIDG priciple of supplying its own troops, the camps along the 
border experienced difficulty with personnel resources. Further, the camps ~ere 
perched on the border, in vulnerable points, and as the siege of Ashau would 
illustrate, they were indefensible unless reinforced by conventional units. 
The large NVA units just across the border were a severe threat. Some bitter 
lessons were learned before this fact was realized. 

d. On 28 August, the reopened Tra Bong camp was moved several hundred 
meters to more defensible terrain. A TDY detachment, B-lJJ arrived in Da 
Nang to start training a Mobile Strike Force for MR-1, to react in defense 
of besieged camps. Finally, late in 1965, a new camp opened at it' ien Phuoc. 
1965 was the year of large scale US unit deployment to Vietnamj and it was 
also a year of growth for the CIDG program, with the arrival of 5th SF GP. 

e. Project Delta was started in October 1964 and it was to have a long 
series of operations 'in MR.-1. It Is first MR-1· operation came in October 1966. 

f. In July 1965, Secretary of Defense McNamara visited Vietnamj arrl 
impressed by the activity of 5th Special Forces, he authorized 24 additional 
detachments for the CIID program. MR-1, with its limited area didn• t acquire 
many new camps. On 31 December 1967 there were a total of ten detachments in 
MR-1• 

g. Until the arrival of the conventional forces, the border camps were 
not able to seriously interfere with enemy infiltration. The camps were too 
far ·apart and the enemy simply shifted his patterns of movement. There were 
mul~iple trails, ·difficult to detect and the enemy begain moving along camp 
T. A. o. R. borders. However, with the arrival of the conventional units, the 
CIDG were able to stress search operations with the assurance that if enemy 
contact was made, forces would be available to destroy the enemy. 

h. In 1965, a change occurred in the CIDG program's dealing with area 
development. Area development as a term, had fallen into disuse. The common 
term was now Rural Reconstruction or Rural ·Development. In early 1965., 
each 1A1 camp was assigned a category in the pacification cycle as used by 
the RD progra.1; c.J~ , ... ; t. ·, securing an' ueiteloping were the categories in use. 
1 A1 detachments in relatively secure areas received a CA/FSYOPS officer and 
NCO. 1A1 camps in the subsector advisory role thus became involved deeply in 
Rural Development at the district level. As USA'D increased its involvement, 
the USASF pacification ef .1.'orts increasingly merged into GVN programs. In fact 
however, the course of events at a new camp was much the same as under area 
development • 

i. The increasing requirements of an intelligence nature pushed the 
evolution of co~oat reconnaissance platoons and MSF Reconnaissance Companies 
in 1965-66. The same" requirements were responsible for the shift in 
Project Delta•s operation in 1966. The CRP 1 s began troi,ing at Dong Ba Thin 
in early 1965 and were assiQ'led one per 1A1 team. With the ~uccess of the 
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~EGRE'f • program, in July 1966, two CRP 1 s were aut:1orized for each carnpo The MSF also 

saw its major development in 1966 when each 1C1 team was authorized to recruit 
and train its own force. 

j. In May 1965, HQ II Marine Amphibious Force was act1vated in MR=lo 
Iti s commanding general became the senior a'.ivisor to the ARVN Corps Commander. 
This situation created problems when sone of the Corps Senior Advisors assigned 
operational areas with CIDG camps as subordinate unitso They tried to use 
the USASF advisors outside the CIOO program at times~ and until detailed 
directives were drawn up, much confusion occurredo 

k. In the summer of 1966, to further enhance the CIDG involvement in 
rural developmetn, 12 man CIOO CA/FSYOPS were formed at each camp. For a 
time starting in 19G.', I-':JJCPS and Civic Actions were separated as staff 
functions. 

lo The CIOO program in CTZ T was not as much affected by conventional 
developments as in II and TII CT t• s. rhe III MAF was centered on the coast 
of Vietnam, whereas most I CTZ US,laF camps were well inlando 
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II MR-L Development, 1966=67 

1 ~ , .1 ~ l., .J.Q1':·, - _, -~ - .,w 11 ,., · __ • :i,we, 1966. 

a. The .5th Group continued to expand in 1966 and MR=l experienced some 
orr~niz~tional changeso In February, detachment B-113 returned to Okinawe• 
and mw r coJ :- <>nr by B-16 on a PCS basis. B=l6 assumed control of tt 
MSF mission Cmnp .i.nh Long also opened in March. It's population was .. 
about 7t.;;.., . · l, 11V 1ard. The camp was given a subsector advisory roleo In 
August, this camp moved to more defensible terrain and it also acquired a 
larger 'T. A. O. R., thus becoming the largest camp in MR 00lo 

b. In March Thuong Due, A-103 opened. It 1 s population was 98% Vietnam
ese. On I September this camp also moved to better defensible terrain. An= 
other March opening was B-11 in Quang Ngai City. It was to provide command 
and control for the southern MR-1 camps - Gia Vue, A-103, Ha Thanh, A=l04, 
Ba To, A-lo6, Tra Bong, A-107, and Minh Long, A-108. MR-1, however due to its 
small number of camps, proved not to need two connnand and control centers, 

~,1 consequently, for the reasons of economy, B-11 closed out on 10 October 
)uCJ. 

c. On 27 September 1966, the MR-1 Mobile Gueriella Force was created. 
The MGF concept is described under MR-2, Co B's history. It was designated 
as detachment A-loo, but never enjoyed great success, and in 1967 MGF and MSF 
assets were merged. 

d. In October 1966, the USASF at Hoa Cam training center, reopened in 
mid 1964, were withdrawn and deployed t t Kl-hl Due to open a training center 
there. Also in October the first 'A' camp on the DMZ was opened9 but in Decem= 
ber, it was turned over to the US Marines, since the latter had moved into the 
A.O. and restricted CIDG operations. 

e. Finally., at the year's end, Khe Sanh., A-101 closed out and moved to 
Long Vei, a more easily defended site. The US Marines took over Khe Sanh and 
proceeded to build a combat h:' t' e there. Both this camp move and the shift to 
Kham Due were part of an effort~to increase emphasis on border surveillance. 
The greater camp defensibility was also a prime consideration, as the CIOO at 
Ashau has collapsed before a determined NVA unit, and some measure was needed 
to prevent a recurrence of tbaii,,defeat. 

f. Another tactical development was the expanded use of night operations. 
In a conventional warfare, night operations deperx:ied upon the adversary~ but 
in Vietnam, the enemy emerges chiefly at night to hold sway over the country
side. Thus to withdraw behind defensive perimeters at night was to avoid the 
enemy. In late 1966, the .5th SF GP Commander ordered that camp patrols were 
to operate throughout the night. In the last quarter of 1966 enemy kills rose 
to 1,302 from 817, and this verified the effectiveness of the new directive. 
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g. In MR-1, contrary to practice in the other Military Regions, in 
early 1967, the Marine Commanding General establi::hed a strict set of crit
eria for CIDG patrols. Their·primary purpose was reconnaissance, and they 
were to avoid contact, except in the most favorable of circumstances and they 
were to consist of 25-50 personnel. The operations developed as follows : 
They operated for several days, proceeding as much as practicable along ridge 
l .u ''"le operations would halt for a- few hours, descend in small parties 
into the valley~ to check trails and enable CRP personnel to ob~~rve hamlets 
before questiomng their inhabitants. Very often these cov~1~. 1uuvcrs 
spotted gueriel~d or agitation groups who otherwise would flee. The method 
also bypassed VC trailwatchers. The patrols operated continually and formed 
a unique set of operations by CIDG units. 

h. USASF reaction to the operations was not wholly positive lLr t wo 
reasons: (l) Larger combat patrols prior to the Marine directive weru quite 
successful, and ( 2), the Marine Comrnarxi did not back up the patrols with 
adequate reaction forces to exploit the firxiings. Despite the objections, the 
patrols did perform well. We will survey a few examples hcrelr. 

i. Dated 26 February 1967, we have a Patrol Report from Gia Vue A-103 
which exterxied from 23-26 February 1967 and consisted of 94 personnel. The 
patrol was checking upon the suspected presence of a battalion at BS 462344, 
which was reportedly moving through the A.O. The patrol also moved through 
several hamlets - Dong Ba l and 2, Long Thiet 5 and Plei Dah Noa 4. The VC 
kept the patrol under observation at all times, firing shots to warn of its 
presence. The enany could not be ambushed. T e personnel on the operation 
were inexperienced and required much coaxing to proceed. On the 25th, tracks 
of a VC observer were found, and two hours later, a VC listening post was accid
ently found. The CIDG opened fire and slew l VC, capturing anotl f'l'; 3 other 
enemy escaped. The captive was interrogated and revealed that hio element was 
tro ru:ipcrtiris rice from Tra No to the Nuoc Lo Valley. 60 pounds of rice were 
seized at the LP. At 1715 the same day, the patrol walked into an eneny night 
patrol base, but no action occurred. The patrol leader (CIDG) was fearful and 
desired solely to return to Gia Vue. 

j. On 16 February 1970 occurred another patrol from Camp Mai Loe, A-lOlo 
It departed the camp at 0400 arxi moved to concealed positions southeast of the 
camp. At 1330, the patrol moved again to YD 119499 where an RON position and 
two ambushes were set. On the 17th at 1230, the unit :moved southwest arxi cont ... 
acted 3 V" j n underbrUBh, The VC fled and the patrol t:r.,'cl·cd them to a bomb 
crater at YD 114493., an area criss ... orosaed with fresh t1..u.l•,, Cleymore ambushes 
were set there, and the unit moved north to set up RON. At 1600, five individ ... 
uala crossed the position and were tak~n under fire; the suspects fledo Gunw 
ships were then called arxi as they fired into the enemy positions, automatic 
fire was received. An hour and a !1,.li' later, a relief force swept the area and 
killed 2 VC and defensive positions were also located. The team was a Hunter
Killer group - a CRP and patrol. 
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k, These patrols .., -~ · +,he same function as company size operations 
and CRP I s in the othe:r military regions. The only difference was that in MR-1, 
the Marine Command imposed a different operational composition on the patrols. 

1. During 1966, the port of Da Nang was increasingly used to supply 
Company C directly from Okinawa. The MR-1 FSP was located in Da Nang and 
thus the extra trip from Nha Trang to Da Nang was avoided for many i terns. 

2. ~ Operation - The Ashau Camp Siege9 1966. 

a. Camp Ashau lay on the "1 '"lr, of the Ashau Valley, about 5 lan east of 
the I. _r ~;' e1t border. It was near three ffi?.jor infiltration routes leading out 
of Laos into the Ashau/A Luoi Valley. The USASF ca .fi . . 1.:.i.s the only GVN presence 
in this remote portion of Thua Thien Province, The local populace. KATU 
tribesmen, were secretive an:l. hostile to the U; ,.....,. Many were Vie1.; .C -: 1'-' c-r 
sympathizers, so that no warning of enemy activity Gould be expected from them. 
The weather in the valley often features low ceilings and ground fogs The 
spring monsoon affects the area in March. The surrounding terrc:U.u is very 
rugged, except for the valley flow; it is covered with 8-l2 foot high elephant 
grass. There were numerous t,·~ · ~ 1 in the area used by the local VC j and 
detection was virtually impossible ~c;ept by contact with patrols. The camp 
was completely supplied by air. 

b. Weather from 9-l2 March 1966 included ceilings below 29 000 feet and 
early morning groun:l. fogs. To the south of the camp, east of the airstrip, 
old mine fi0ld•· ~-,ere present and the thick elephant grass could not be cut. 
The camp sent out aggressive patrols whic1 picked up indications of VC act= 
ivity around the camp. From the notes of the Board of Tnvestigation conducted 
on 15 March 1966, we learn from CPT Blair, the camp <;ommo.nder the following~ 

(1) CPT Blair ·participated in his first patrol on 10-19 February. 
Several enemy contacts were made and a man's trousers were found with documents 
in the pockets. These revealed detailed reconnaissance on 10 February by VC 
e l ~nts and a report on a VC ambush against an Ashau patrol. The reconnaissance 
was conducted around the Ciffi camp. 

(2) On 24-25 February, Ashau patrols slew two NVA contacts. One 
of tpe enemy dead had possession of several documents, one concerning recon
naissance against the camp along with a diagram. The soldier I s diary also was 
found containing questions and statements to the effect that the subject didn1 t 
know precisely when Camp Ashau was to be attacked. The soldier had wondered 
how the victory would be received, a fact that particular NVA never learned. 
His unit was from Laos, newly infiltrated. 

(3) Several days prior to the attack, CPT Blair participated in 
daily overflights of the camp A.O., and during these he observed extensive 
fortifications just beyond the range of the camp's 4.2 inch mortars, extending 
to 5 lan beyond camp. Anti aircraft positions, but still lacking their guns 
also were seen. 
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(4) From the after action report Oat,.., ' rch l9b6j we learn 

that a company size patrol was sent out on 6 March to destroy the enemy 
positions noted bY""{:Pl Blair the previous day. It was planned as a two day 
operation. Meanwhile, however two }NA defectors surrendered and r evP-::i.led 
that four battalions of the 325th NVA Division were planning to at focL ":}"" 
camp on 11 or 12 March and that heavy infiltration into the Ashau Valley 
was continuing. The company patrol was recalled to enhance camp defenseo 

6 March reconnaissance patr , 1 cht!ck-ed an area 2 km northwest of the carr1p 
for mortar positions but fourn no ~hing. Airstrikes were called onto the 
suspected positions on 6-7 March. 

c. Repeated requests were made to Headquarters MR-1 for reinforcements, 
but all were refused. An appeal went through to 5th Group arxi it committed 
an MSF company (141 MSF, 7 USASF and 7 interpreters) to reinforce the camp; 
the force arrived on 7 March. Patrols and ambushes covered 1- 2 km from the 
camp but found no signs of the enemy. As of 8 March, camp strength was as 
follows : 220 croo, 141 MSR, 9 interpreters, 41 civiliansj 6 VNSF and 17 USASF. 

d. Further, twice VC were caught in the wire conducting reconnaissance .9 
and on several occassions sniper fire was received from the runway of the air
strip. As far the CIOO, they were with the exception of one Montngard.9 all 
Vietnamese recruited probablv m1 the Da Nang area. There were also some per-
sonnel te:nned 11Cowboys11 at. ui. ., ,J en Blair informed the board about them 
as follows : 11They were prisoners, the way I understand it. I am not positive 
myself of the point, but they are prisoners sentenced by the GVN and their 
s e~tence is to work in some of these remote outposts and camps as common 
l~oorora . le employ them, actually t hey are treated almost the same a::, nu'f 
hired labourers. They were not treated as prisoners as such. 11 The II cowboys" 
were under the VNSF 1 s control. Aside from the dependents two women and a boy 
from Da Nang operated the PX. 

e. On the night of 8 March, CPI' Blair placed the camp on general alert. 
All personnel assumed dof onl" 1 , e r ,.~ t,ions. At 1930 hour s , an enemy squad was 
observed north or t.h ~ ,1§ln f' i l urmn Hith mortars, At 2300:i digging 
noieea were heard aouth or 1;;,., .., ~, uncJ. at 01,30 a claymore mine was fired in 
the direction from which eounde or wire cutting were heard, 

f. At OJ;'o houre on 3 March, heavy ~ ~rtnr fir hit the campg con-
tinuing until a.bout 06,30, CPT Blair ini'ormecl t.ho board that sometime after the 
attaok etarted, he ordered the civiliaM armed, including the prisoners (it is 
not elonr ii' ho mfta.nt the NVA d~feotore or the 11 cowboys11). At 0430, about two 
compn.nicrn ot NVA prc,bod tho eouth wall, Thoy were greeted with h avy fire and 
foll bu.ale~ The mc,rtAr attaolc: wao accurate, indicating that enemy reconnaissance 
waij gQod, and hftAvy dll.fflage wa.a auatained by the USASF team house, supply room, 
w~ter atoraBe and oommunioa.t1one poat. Temporarily, communications were out, 
but At 0800 th@y were reatored vin VNSF and nt 9~u , 1a US channels. The mortar 
lltt3ok killed 2 USASF 1 1 MSF 1 1 ci vilia.n wafl ki.Ued a n.u. wounded 4 7 personnel o 

Sm.per and mertat' fire e~ntinued through the day, 
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g. At 1100 hours on 5 llarch airs trikes were placed north and ~ ~ h -
the camp. Heavy cloud cover forced FAC to drop his bomb5 from abov he 
ceiling and to have the Ashau defenders adjust them. At 1500, the airstrikes 
had to be discontinued. At 1015r thc~mp requested emergency resupply 
and medevac. The aircraft, however received intense fire and only one 
USASF co,~ld be evacuated. At 1300 an AC-47 "Spooky" arrived_9 and while 
overflying the valley, he received intense fire; circling east, he also 
received fire from the high ground. The AC-47 was hit and it crashed 5 km 
north of camp. Three of ifa: cret-r •,1ere killed.9 3 were rescued by heli
copter. At 1415 hours, finally ammunition and medical supplies were 
dropped and retreived by the camp. At 1630, another load of ammunition 
dropped outside the camp; 50% of that load had to be abandoned due to 
heavy fire directed at the recovery party. ¥eanwhiley an H-34 landed to 
evacuate the wounded, but was badly damaged and unable to fly. Then a USAF 
CH-3 arrived and evacuated 26 wounded. With darkness impending.s, the 
defense hastened to rebuild shattered defensive positions, anticipating a 
renewed assualt at dark. The rest of the ammunition supply that fell 
outside ca~p was now retrieved, and at 2000.s, a flare ship arrived; it 
remained the whole night, but gave only limited illumination. 

h. At 0400 on 10 Yarch another accurate and intemie artilley barr
age hit the camp. It reduced the remaining buildings to rubble, and the 
recoilles, rifle fire destroyed half the crew served weapons. At 0500, 
a massive assault started against the east wall and snuth wallj here the 
uncut grass hindered the defenders. Suddenly the southwest corner of the 
c0rnp was abandoned by its defenders, CIDG Company 141. Some fled, soMe 
joined the enemy's assault. The rest of the east wall was held by JjSF 
Nung:5 and 2 USASF; there fired on the assault and temporarily halted the 
enemy who had penetrated the :5outh and part of the east wall. 

i. It is evident that there were at least some infiltrators in the 
llil CIDG conpany, for in the afternoon of the 9th3 when the medevac 
Janrled t.o take out lSG Gibson, the security party took fire from the right 
It t·irned out to be the CIDG 141 company. They were stoppcdj when a 
U:::iAb.J:<· in camp vhreatened to shoot. During the investigation., CPT Bllllr 
revealed that he didn't remove the CI)G from the wall because he assumed 
that they had fired out of dissent with the idea that an Auerican but no 
wounded Vietnamese were evacuated. During the afternoon these same CIDG 
fired on aircraft making bombing runs and LT 1':'ari seized two of the CIDG 
.md brought them to CPT Blair.• The camp commander was enraged 9 but he 
handed the infiltrators over to the VNSF C. O. and advised him to take 
st;ern measures ar,ainst them. CPT Blair suspected the 'Whole 141 company and 
radioed a message to that effect to Da Nang. Tne >JrTSF C. o. disagreed 
with CPT Blair and did not punish the offender~. 

j. In light of what occurred, it it surprising that CPT Blair didnVt 
remove the whole 141st Company from the wall. A possible reason existsg 
The camp was weak on personnel; 57 personnel were killed or wounded the 
previous day of of a total of 434 personnel in camp. Tne suspect company 
had 60 personnel. To remove them the defense would have been reduced to 
317 personnel on the 10th, not to speak of posting a guard over the infil~ 
trators. 
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k. The Nungs and USASF fought courageously for three hours on the 

east wall. Slowly, these personnel however, were surrounded and at 0830, 
they were forced to withdraw to the north wall. The enemy then assaulted 
the cotr.rnunications bunker but was driven off. The 60 mm and 81 mm mortars 
continued hitting the enemy, but by 1200 they were knocked out. At 0900, 
meanwhile airstrikes commenced against the enemy on the ~outh and east 
walls. The USASF attempted several counterattacks, but failed because the 
VNSF and CIDG cowered in fear and refused to act. The airstrikes checked 
the enemy and for a while, no more assaults were attempted. At 1215, another 
resupply T1Jas attempted, but it fell into the enemy's hands. About the same 
time an AlE aircraft crashlanded on the airstrip, but another AlE landed 
and retrieved the pilot at once, in the teeth of the NVA. (The pilot 
of the second AlE subsequently received a Congressional }~edal of Tfonor for 
his action. ) 

l. Enemy fire continued, and between 1230 and 1h00 the communtcations 
bunker sustained several heavy caliber h;+. At :.U.15, the enemy was obser~ 
ved massir g for an assault on the east end of the airstrip. Airstr1kes 
were summoned and the assault was shattered with heavy casualties inflicted. 

m. Between 1h30 and 1630 the situation deterrorated. Nearly all the 
crew served weapon.!!I were destroyed and ammunition was low-9 with resupply 
alrrost impossible. Food and water had been used up 36 hours earlier. The 
camp was fast becoming indefensible. At 1500, III MAF decided to send 
US.EC helicopters to evacuate the catr.p. Orders were passed to destroy 
weapons and SOl's and be ready for evacuation at 1700. This action completed 
all friendly por.nnnel assembled to defend the north wall. 

n. At 1720 hours, the order went out to evacuate the carrp, and the 
group moved out north, towards a helicopter landing pad, 300 meter beyond 
t~~ wire. All able-bodied Awericans and the !SF fought a rearguard action, 
but the enemy laid heavy fire on the LZ and inflicted heavy casualties. 
16 X H-34 helicopters, supported by 4 X HUlB gunships and tactical air was 
the rescue force. Some of the helicopters were una~le to land due to a low 
ceiling. The VNSF and CIDG put up a very poor show. As the camr was aband
oned the wounded threw down their weapons and fled headlongy trampling one 
USASF SFC Carnahan who was covering their rear! At the aircraft ~hey fought 
to get aboard and actually threw a wounded USASF out of a helicopter. One 
ship, piloted by LTC House, the 163rd HJM Squadrons Commander 9 was 50 over= 
loaded that it couldn't lift off. Effotts to remove some of the hysterical 
Vietnawesc uere fruitless. LTC House ordered thol5e who refused 't ,.,('> ... off 
shot, oitt by tui::: po:u1t the helicopter's tail rotor was damaged and the ship 
was grounded. Due to the uncontrolled panic of the VNSF and CIDG, only 63 
persons could be evacuated the first day. The mob scene was responsible 
for the loss of one helicopter. Two H-34's were destroyed. By 1745 all 
friendly personnel able to leave the camp had done soj and the camp was 
declared closed. 
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0o At 1800~ all personnel not evacuated began escape snd e~aeicn 

action~. Includ~d in the number were 7 USASF, one serious y wounded 40 
J'SF 9 50 CIDG and the crews of the two dmmed helicopters. Th0 USASF 
wounded SSG Taylor died at the landing pad. The party m~ved nor~hwest 
onto high ground. At 0200J they moved north. Several men were Lost due 
to extreme fatigup or difficult movement" On 11 Marchj 1 USASF the 
helicopter cre11s and an unlmown number of C1 DG and 1 SF were ,1.cked up by 
oeveral helicolJt.er part:::.es G The rest of tm group continued n.,r th 1.t."l 

hopes of bJing sighted by allied aircraft or ~each Hueo Eventually the 
six Ameri~an~ and some of the other personnel were pi~ked up. Air re onn 
aissance on 13 15 !arch failed to locate other personnel. A summary of 
personnel losses followsg 

CIDG I!SF crvriIANs USASF VNSF INTERP TOTAL 
Ur.tgl.Ilal in Carnp 210 143 51 17 6 7 .,, 
Returned 109 53 6 12 5 l 186 
WI.A Returned 52 33 2 12 l l 101 
MIA 101 90 45 5 1 6 248 
MIA believed KIA 40 75 45 5 6 172 

p. Conclusions reached included the fact that the camps re~,t~ 
loc!ation was a factor in its loss. The value of holdmg sucn a camp m the 
face of overwhelming pressure Has questionned. Tne CIDG performance was dis 
graceful~:A: whole company was openly prcenemyj and 1 est were cowardly and 
ir. • " _i. to tre point that they endangered the ~F and ~SASF. R .. guJ.ar 
NIJA units were suoerior in massed firepouer to unsupported CIDG .. mps. The 
weather worked decidedly against the defenders. Low ceJlings persi~t-ed through 

l~ the siege. Finallyj the VNSFj who were supposed to be leaders proved 
as cowardly as the CIDGo The casu.alti.es reveal how hard the VNSF f oug 1to 
The other personnel suffered at ~est 5J~ casualties; tre VNSF suffered 33% 
casua.lb.esll and 66% returned without a s:,ratcho By "c-it:r.a~t a l the US.ASF 
were killed or woundedj as were al so the 1.nterpreters and .out o.P L.3 Jv!SF 
origrnally presentll only 20 returned unuoundecto Although the 1SF aid 
USASF fought val.antlyj the action at Ashau was a setback ·o the CIDG 
programo 

q. The enemy forces according to the 2 NVA defe"'tors wer tw assaul, 
battalions..,. 95th NVA Regiment, 325 NVA Divisionll and one wear ,como ny. 
The enemy hact 12 X antiaircraft guns and 38 large ,rew served .~ct~ 

r A viotna.irese investigation of the battl9 uhite ashea th~ CIDG 
:114.LSt Company and declared~ ilFav1.ng a real high spirit of (si ·) defeating 
VCJj all CIDG were very courageous and brave in the battle. 1 'Ile same 
report accured the ?Jung }'.SF of a "lack of patience" ll what.ever th· 1, was 
meant to 1.mply.l The r:a.rme Commander's investigation the after cti n 

lo Tne eviden.:e of the battle 1.ndi~ates that the MSF had but. on,.. yi;,ptom 
:,f impatience - to defend and rid the camp of the enemy)I with:,ut B:nd n 
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r pcrt5 the te tir-cn;f o.f .1- , .\.C!=1 ar r-o~t tel 1.ng tl e casualty list -
all tell a vcr~r 1"' 'fcrcnt story. One lronders 7 had the ClDG 1lJ. Co!"l}:,ar .. : 
been 1 onta nar..i or :ung, ,rn11ld the V1~.'.:F an::i Vietnamese 
'couragcou~nest .. ava beer. a.., stc1unch? Tl c bravura cf 
cct nn::r has alr aJ:r been ~, f.ficfontly revealed, and ns 
the c .., • Oo, after ~he Tire rns breached 'las asked to ,ead 
in a counterattack. He refused; then he -ms asked to let C 1 
La..i the counteratt3.ck; again, he refused. He was keepinJ 'th 
a rsonal boJyi;uardl Tl e Yunss, by contrav'"•., accurpanied J. 

carp • C. i.'1 t 10 counterattacks, reached the wall but were f re J. 

r , ntense em• ;r fire. here i::; CPT' Blair I s evaluation of t ! ur'b 
· 'l'hey ucre t-r,nificcnt. They .-1ere as brave as five cf ny soldJ.. s 
th, ,Torld. ~here ms no fault with them. CPT Bla1r d1.dn 1 t cond 
the CIDG. In describing the retaking of the corrnu.r.icati.ons shack 
11 'here were a fe : CIDG -Tho :c-ught very ue11, and they tagg d cng 
U!,. 11 further, C T uJ.air stated that the civilians • lso fou;ht w ,ll. 
12 ar 0ld on of the ~ronan rur.ning the PX actually picl cd u) an 
fr ma s~ain sn1_er ull.i joir.0d C,'i' Blair anl tr2 ?ung int 
c untt..rattnck en the 10th. He uas 1:illed during that c. ctiono 

s. In the est r.,ate of C. 'I' Bla:ir, the enemy lost 500-800 
tho Victnn, ese boaru of inquiry pl aced enemy l.osses at 4000 T A 

x~elh;nt ti.Se of cove::- and concealment available and he al.,o ,t-l-... .. 

to l 1., aclvantauc• There ray have been Chincce among the NVA; d-.....ri :g th 
11 n ussual.t, one of the I;un~s reported hear:ing the 1 andarin J · c.lect a -n, 
the invaders. lne cncr:y eliminated one of the USASF outpo .... t. o r king 
c. ~a~or :::.nfiltration area andj of cotl!'~e, they achieved a propa a 'av ory 
in o, r '.r:ir a ,;::,A;·.,., carp. Fron the ovents of the battle) 1. t l 

e~ti1rtc that the key ;,oint in the siege 11as the def ectio:n of the !4.1 
Cornpan.,r. 

t. A bod~r reco·1cry n:ission was sent out by Co C to recover th Jead 
le.rt behind at Ashnu. The opcrution was called "Blue .Star11 .,,,d it c.,cl"u.rr d 
on 1 1 ay 1966. The 163rd u:J C Helicopter Squadron provide-.. 7 X H-J4 and 
2 X l -lB gunships to transport the party from Hue to Aahau. lP.ather was 
much the same c:s during the siege . Gras~ had overgrown the canp to a 
hei ht of J feet. I;o enemy fire was received by the operation but t 
return flight received scattered SITall arns fire at YC 4492c 
removed all usable arr.:s but little else. J dead 1:VA and 1 de d VMC ttl 1 
remained, an-! four defcct,ive boohy tr·aps were found. A pump fr m the well, 
a 10 K' l generator and 1~otor from a ccir:ent rrachine had been re oved. Thv 
1 v Pv:i.dently dep::irtcd the carp very soon after siezing it. The local 
}:ontagnards probably avoided the caT''P tecause of fear of +J:,p soirits of the 
1... •• .,ur· ed dead. The recovery party landed at 1250 and co. enc A ·-r se rch. 
,.JSG TaJlor' s body couldn't be recovered. The camp -ra:s cor.ip.!.etely wr c ed. 
2h bodies were buried. The bodies of ~GT Stahl, Hall, Allen and le- C.:mn 
Tl.re identified &n·1 cvact!atcd. The team lifted off at 1332, SSG J. ylo. s 

body ,as not searched for because he had fallen 500 meters outside th 
~ire., and ovcrgro·rth 10uld have necessitated a ~assive effort. 
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u. Pr ior to December 1966, the VC released some of the captives 

taken at Ashau. The 1st Narine Divi3ion picked up and interrogated these 
personnel. Concerning the battle, it was learned that three battalions 
were involved - one attacked the camp and two were held in reserve to 
deal with reinforcements. Three flares, redj white and green were shot 
to s i gnal the start of the main assault and the third assault carried the 
south wall, where the attack was concentrated. The prisoner3 were not 
mistreated by their VC guards, although some Yiontangard VC abused themo 
Due to a scarcity of food the PO'J1s lived on starvation diets - 250 grams 
rice per day plus whatever food could be scavenged or caught. Medic1.ne 
also wasn't available since the VC didn't possess it. The prisoners were 
held at a camp near Ashau since all could hear bombs dropped on the CIDG 
camp. The second camp they were held at was½ a day's march from the first. 
It was identifed as the Thua Thien province guerrilla training center. The 
captives were told that they were released through the compassion of the NLF. 
However, the PO' 1' s believed that it was actually becquse food supplies was 
extremely low in the camp. One group of returnees ., from the CIDG 131 
company stated that prisoners belonging to the 141st Company set off mines 
in front of their positions before the NVA assault. It was also heard that 
a number of Co 141 troops surrendered and joined the enemy. Of 123 prisoners~ 
59 were released, 14 were abandoned, unable to continue, and 3 elected to 
r emain with the VC. The fate of the other PO:l's was unlmown. On 11 January 
seven more returnees were picked up at YC 893993. Camp Ashau was abandoned 
due to indefensibility. 

J, ~ Other 1966 Operation, MR-1. 

a. From a class lesson issnE .;.itten by CPT Blair and dated 2 January 
1968, ~e learn that during the wint~. ol' 1965-66 a heavy enemy buildup had 
occurred throughout MR-1, save for Kham Due and Gir Vue o During January 

1 heavy damage was inflicted upon Khe Sanh camp when it was shelled by 120 mm 
mortars. At camp Tra Bong, A-107, the VC/NVA ambushed and annihilated 90 
CIDG, a district chief and 4 USASF, rendering the camp in poor conditiono 
The Da Nang M3F saw many of its Nungs go AWOL during Tet 1966. Camps Khe 
Sanh, Ashau, Tien Phuoc, Tra Bong and Ba To were mentioned as targets for 
sieges. 

4. ~ The Organization of Company C' s 1"1GF. 

ao The KGF', detachment A-100, located in Da Nang was organized in 
September 1966, and fortunately a major document, Operation Longstreet 
survives a.s evidence. It is dated 28 November 1966 and gives us a history 
of the l1GF. 

b. The first C. o. of Detachment A-100 was CPT Morrisy who was assigned 
to the unit on 27 September. He arrived in coimtry 15 September 1966 and 
this was his first Vietnam experience. He was the only available officer 
for the job. 
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c. September 27-29 the team was filled out with personnel from 
throughout MR-1; 40-50% were volunteers for the mission, including J 
Australians . CPT Jochins, Executive Officer, and loneer experienced 
in tR-1 made the other personnel selections. 

d. On 29 September, the MGF undertook traim.ng at Kham Due. The 
camp was selected because its terrain was similar to the A.Co of Operat1.0n 
Longstreet. The MJ.F consisted of three Rhade rifle platoons, one Ko Ho 
weapons platoon and a Ko Ho CRP. The Montagnards were reluctant fo go to 
Kham Due because of previous difficulties with the VNSFj but when they were 
assured that only USASF /Australians would command, they agreed. Upon arn.val 
however, t~, Vt-!SF training detachment personnel greeted the l GF, the MGF would 
be housed a; fed here. However, a Vietnamese company was also 1n trainingo 
there anrl friction occurred. The Vietnamese refused to share facilities 
with th, J.~ontagnards. The VNSF C. 0. of the camp ordered the }'GF to stand 
reveille, but he bypassed the USASF/Australians command, and the VNSF contin
ually harassed the }'.ontai;n.'1.rds. 

e. These item~ ~ight have been resolved, but an incident in Kham 
Due village. The village -was Vietnamese and when one of the ?:CF went there 
to purchase cigaret tc...,, l1E: was driven out., told to stay out, and shots were 
fired around his feet to emphasize the point. The }'.GF was furious and 
demanded to leave Kham Due. Thus the despicable ethnic preJudice of the 
Viet1amese one~ ag~in carried the day. Time and again the Vietnamese showed 
greater interest in showing bias to the ethnic minorities than to prol!lecuting 
the war against the enemy. 

f~ The MGF was loaded aboard helicopters and returned to Da. Nang. 
New leaders was elected, one Koho, one Rhade and a Figurehead battalion C. 
o. Training then went ahead on the rifle range and on training procedures 
for working LZ/DZ I s. The force then dep rted to Gia Vue for a training 
experien~~: they performed well. Unfortunately never during training were 
all th U3ASF/Australian's present. Individuals stayed :i,n Da Hang to uick 
up equipment.,, medical supplies and other items. ( · , or·r.u, also spent much 
time at the S-4 to insure proper support for Operation Longstieet. T ~ 
various rr.oves and delaY3 cost 13-16 days of trairu.ng o 

g. For Operation Longstreet, an area study wasn ' t conducted but Co C1 3 

S-2 briefed the MGF. Only 2 days were allotted to briefbacksi and a PRC 7u 
was only issued the day before the operation. The USASF/Australi.an !5t,aff 
voiced the opinion, that the operation was being pushed too rapi.dly. CPT 
l'orris requested a delay, but LTC Stein refueed. He decided to meet mie:sion 
requirements as set by COtillSY:ACV. The infiltration of the CRP was scheduled 
for 27 October. HA.J Keefe, Executive Officer of Co C was in favor of more 
training also. Further, the Australian's trained the CRP primarily in def
ensive tactics, and most of the llGF were youtg and trained only as riflef'len. 
The Kham Due incidents had allowed only one patrol exercise per rifle platoony 
and at Gia Vue only one patrol occurred. 
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h. The infiltration on 27 October was smooth and well executed; 
148 IGF and 17 advisori, were infiltrated. The operation moved quietly 
but had to be schooled in trash dii,poi,al, so as not to give away a trail. 
Security was good overall, initially. The J:GF didn' t carry :-1eapons in 
an alert position unless VC were reported near. Three resupplies occurred, 
but the lontagnards didn't properly conserve food, and ended up consuming 
5 day's rations in J!z-4 days. On 11 November, resuppl y ceased because 
of bad weather, and CPT Morris had to discontinue the sound practice of 
interspacing 1 C1 rations with indigenous rations. 

i. Or, 11 November at 0830 the first contact occurred against SGT 
Klaus' platoon. The 1iGF indigenous leader hid and had to be ferreted out. 
I'eanwhile the VC slew 2 }.SF and wounded 2; the USASF medic went to assist 
the wounded but was shot dead by a sniper. M-79 fire was directed at the 
enemy but a subsequent sweep revealed no traces of anyone. Evacuation 
couldn't be accomplished, so the dead uere buried along the ;trail, much 
to the }ontagnards mis' ·ivings about burial in a "foreign area11 • 

j. As of the 18th the forces had not received resupply and were out 
of food 2-3 days. This, added to rough terrain, sighting by the enemy and 
carrying casualties plus rapid movement shook the inexperienced troops. 

k. On 19 November the 4th Platoon rear received fire to the r~ar. 
Half the platoon fled forward and SGT 1aaus was hard put to esta ~ h a 
rear skirmish line. The 1 ,GF platoon leader again ran off. 

1. From 19-21 the operation moved to their extraction point of 
23 November, but the physical state of the troops was poor. Hunger and 
fatigue were extreme. On 21 November, the weather cleared sufficiently 
for resupply and ne1

, rat ions were received. CPT 1-orris requested extraction 
due to physical collapse of the troops, and CPT Zindell

3 
}D, agreed. 

LTC Stein disagreed and sent CPT Blair and CPT J, inoutoli to advise CPT 
Morrui, wh o was felt by the C, o. to be "spooked". The two advisore informed 
LTC Stein that CPT 1-_orrie I evaluation was accurate, especially due to loss 
of internal communication caused by non-functionning of the HT-1 radios. 
Finally III ¥AF B-3 COL Barrett ordered extraction. Enemy activity had 
sharpened and a tropical storm was threatening the area. LTC Stein 
decided to continue the operation but was overruled. The IDF were finished 
physically, and the extraction was completed on 26 November • 

.,,_ The operation was prematurely terminated chiefly due to worse 
weather than anticipated, which forced the troops to go hungry for extended 
periods, which in turn physically broke them. The very rugged terrain 
crossed added to the probleme. Of course, the inadequate training and 
inexperience of CPT J'orris on an arduous mission also hindered opera ti one. 
Finally, the infiltration point wai, too distant from the area of prime 
interest, and the operation was oversize. The operation was the HGF 1s, 
first, and it proved more a revealer of unsuspected problems than an opera
tional success. Later, the }iGF was integrated with the J,,SF and performed 
in an improved fashion. 
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n. The series of i ncidents s urrounding t he execution of Operation 
Longstreet and the formation of the !·.GF illustrates some of the pitfalls 
which surrounded dealing between 1 ontagnaris and Vi e tnamese. The American 
advisor was caught in the middle, for his job was to win s upport for the 
GVN and to train the minority group troops, but all too often the actions 
of Vietnamese personnel not only alienated the minority per sonnel but made 
the advisor's task next to impossible. 

o. The 1' GF conducted two other operations , Austin, i n the Ashau 
Valley in February 1967 anu Oconee, ii. Happy !alley, 40 km west of Da Nang, 
April 1967. Ope.cation Austin was detected upon i nser tion by an NVA 
force, ·1as unable to successfully evade t he enemy and after heavy contact 
on the third day ha 1 to be extracted. The operation i n Happy Vall ey was 
suppos ed to conJuct reconnaissance agains t trails and r ocket facilities~ 
but it had to be extracted after contacting a numerically superior enemy. 
It wa s after this operation that the decission to disband the MGF was made. 

5. ~ Other Operation 1966, ITI-1. 

a. Camp Ha Thanh, A-104 was established 213 April 1965. The detach= 
ment was augmented with 2 X 105 n1m howitzers f r om AHilII a r tillerv assets 
•,hich ereatly assisted the CIDG operation. Ha Thanh 's s i gnj i cance lay in 
tho fact that it lay near three major VC/!TVA base a r eas a nd several f r e
quently used communication/supply routes. The 120th I ain Force Viet Cong 
rontagnard Dattalion infiltrated Quang Ngai in 1962 and en ter ed Ha Thanh's 
A. o. This unit was old anc:. well experienced; it had f ought against the 
French in the very same area. It frequently engaged CIDG operations i n the 
e: forts to protect the infiltration corridors. During September 1966, on 
the eve of the consitutional assembly elections , the 120~1-i Battalion 
conducted ,ell coordinated attacks on both District a nd C..1.DG outposts 
aroun · Ha Thanh, and they mortared Ha Thanh itself. FJ ve district. outposts 
ctlone t he river .Jere overrun; these "'lever were r e- established. Harassment , 
probes, and attacks continued for 30 days, during 1hich time nearly every 
C'. P. ;-ra s overrun. The a ttacks were desiened to draw f riendl y reaction 
forces, which the 1st ilegiment 2nd NVA Divisi on was poised to attack and 
destroy. The harassment slowed after November, when t he r eaction plans 
never put in an appearance. CIDG operations a gainst the s uppl y routes, 
however, continued to meet stiff resis tance. During the :/inte r / Spring 
196()-67, the NVA were expected to increase a ctivity around Ha Thanh. 

b. Camp Thuong Due, A-109, also s a , action in 1966 . This camp 
opened on 1 September 1966, at ZC 150450, where it ·,as founded on 1 April 
1966. It r eceived pressure from the southwest. The US 11arine Art ille.cy 
to the east supplied fire support. Detachment A- 109 guarded the wes tern 
corridors into the populated areas of eastern (,,uang t-1am Province. fuen 
Thuong Due was established, the VC dori1inated t he Thuong Due Valley using 
it as a safe area and warstation. During l a te 1966 , the CIDG and US}C 
carried out extensive joint operations in the valley a nd freed about 10,000 
refugees from enemy control. 'l'hcse 1 1ere the first major j oint oper ations 
in JR-1 between CIDG anJ other conventional forces . The eneMy 1s use of the 
valley ~,as reduced. 
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c . Pr oject Delta uas designed to conduct reconnaissance in 

rcrrote areas. I t Trorkcd chiefly with divisional size units and at times 
operated in 1 R-1. The unit had 11 officers and 82 enlisted men. It 
also possessed a boJ'llb assessrent platoon. Vietnamese clements ~rere 
20 officers and 78 enlisted men, and 123 CIDG were formed into a 
roadrunner compan:'7' . i reconnaissance platoon. The 81st Airborne Ranger 
Battalion served &:5 a reaction force for Project Delta. The Project 
headouarters r~re ir Nha Trang. 

d . It's first operations in 1 R-1 occurred 15 October to 23 December 
1966 in the Khe Sanh/DYZ Area. The Delta Forces were OPCON to the CG

3 II r:AF , and an ~OJ was established a t Khe Sanh. The operation was number 
13-66 . The Project Delta personnel found numerous bivouac sites, way 
stations an::l t r ail networks. Contacts Ti th the enemy were chiefly squad 
and platoon size. Caches were found, containing small ar1rs, food and 
documents. Just south of the Drz , an extensive storage area was found. 
Airstrikes :rcre called in and large secondary e:xplosions occurred; as 
rrell as intense fires, indicating rrunit ions storage. Twelve NVA were 
slain. 

6 . ~ 1967 in ' i-1 

a . The rate of enemy activit y rose sharply in 1967 as rrore and rr.ore 
r cGttlar 1:'JA infiltrateG Vietnam. Our historical sources are somewhat im
proved by the pr esence of t rm 5th Gr oup OR.11 1 s for the year. Jost of NR-•l's 
carps are also r err esented by brief, but unfortunately unda t,ed historical 
sum,,ar ies. flo,·rever, no individual after action reports survive, except a 
fc1-1 patrol reports. 

b. ~r oM tho 0·111 dated 15 FebrPary 1967, we learn tha.t from 20-23 
November, the earliest l a r ge scale joint operation in Pl-1, known as 
C'_,eration JIG .J1M-'CO occurre i. Involved were CIDG, P.F, A!lT.r Rangers, 
Lorean I arines and USl c. Results of the operation were not presented in 
the O]LL. 

c. During December 191),(,, CIDG frorr Tien Pl ,,oc, A-102, Ha Thanh, A-104, 
and Th·wng Due, A-109 '-rere attached to the 1st rrs1 C Icconnaissance Battalion 
and par ticipated in operations near their individual T. A. Oo R's. The 
operation met with e;reat success and plans were laid for future cooperation 
bet·reen U3I C and CIDG elements. 

d . Operational activity around carr:p Thuong Due increased in late 
1966, and fro~ 21-22 January, the carrp's CIJG made a large contact. The 
after action report for this operation DCCll survives in the Group ORLL. 

1. The operation .-ras in reaction to enewJ T':ovement and resupply 
activity in the area east of Ngoc Kinh I , at ZC 200543. The enerey were 
IC ~-14 Company and Q-17 Batt alion; elements cf a sapper battalion and 
occasional rVA units. The f irst contact occurred on 21 Jm1uary, 1100 hours, 
at ZC 11. 7535, r.;hen bro i!C squads were contacted and chased off. Pursuit was 
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made after the enemy and contact was r e-established, at ZC 200543. The 
enemy had fled to a lrger TJC unit, about 200 enemy. Art i llery and air
strikes were requested, along •Ti th an exploitat ion force. The whole 
Thuong Due I s forces were ordered out, and t he 1 SF .ms or dered to secure 
the CTDG camp. At 1525 the exploitation force met greater resistance as 
they neared battle area. The fore< skirted t he r esi stance an:l entered tre 
battle zone. Short, violent firefights characterized the engagencnt. A 
maneuver was then executed to ect resupply and gain r oom fo r shifting forces. 

2. At 0200 hours 22 January, three CIDG elements started an 
encircling movement, onto the high ground, while at daTm the other units 
pushed the VC towards the river. FAC supported t he maneuver3 and several 
VC elements were flushed out. The r-Jhole VC force fled east; 30 JC were 
caught in the open by ~ircraft and all were slain. Gr ound el ements slew 
17 VC and 3eized 5 PCW1 

i,. Final enemy losses were h~) killed, 25 probable 
kills, 4 wounded, 5 captured, 1500 lbs of f ood and 750 l bs of medicince in 
25 samoans seized. Only 3 CIDG were wounded on the friendly side. \. 

3. Enemy fire discipline was excellent and h:Ls maneuvering 
was good, as they also atterrpted encirclement, but their mar ksmanship was 
poor. The unit was the Q-14 Company arrl its company C. o. was killed. 

e. The S-5 discovered that af ter operation in 1-'R-l, floods of 
refugees deluged the CIDG camps, and many camps were caught short of 
foodstuffs and clothing. It was suggested that larger stacks of supplies 
be kept available. 

f. In l:R-1, it was found that radar controlled dr opping of suppl:i.es 
was the best way to resupply an 'A' car,p which was clouded i n . USIC 
TPQ-10 guidance control systems from Chu Lai and Quang Ngai were utilized. 
Thus one of the problems which troubled camp Ashau during the seige was 
overcome;. The systeir was also useful for bombing in poor weather. 

g . In January 1967, Con Thien, A-110, the second CIDG camp on the 
Dl.Z was opened; it ·ms adjacent to a US1 C camp. From it ver y opening U.."1.t il 
Yarch, the INA continually mortared it, with about a dozen r ounds per attack. 
From ?-arch until late April, the carp was qui et, but then t ~ mor t ar attacks 
resumed and increased in intensity. On some days, sever al hundr ed r ounds 
fell on the canp and its US!·'C neighbors. On 8 J1 ay , 2 batta lions of the 
324B INA Division attacked the camp. They penetrated the inner perimeter 
but were repulsed, shortl~ later. There were 212 YVA killed i n the acti on. 
Artillery shellings continued until the carrp was closed on 27 :r-'ay 1968, 
due to a lack of pop11lation in its TAOR and a shortaee of oreanic defensive 
weapons used to fend a r,ainst the heavy IJVA at t acks. The I arines t ook over 
the camp ;.,hen the USASr-' departed. This i;ms the second CIDG camp closed on 
the Drz, and it sho•,red that population was inadequate for CIDG operations 
and the enemy conventional threat was s o powerful that l ar ge forces rere 
required ncrely to prevent attacks. 
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h. Canp Yinh Long, A-1013 , was founded 25 August 1966, and its first 
major contact came in J!arch 1967. On the 6th, a 50 man patrol was ambushed 
by an UVA battalion, about 7 km north of camp . A r eaction force was sent 
out, but it also was ambu3hed, as the enemy had deliberately set a trap 
for the CIDG forces. Casualties were heavy - 2 USASF, and 25 CIDG killed, 
1 USASF and 13 CIDG wounded and 1 USASF and 16 CIDG capt uredo The camp 
itself was not attcked. From 1.pril-Augu3t, r-'inh Long conducted many joint 
operations with conventional US Army unitso Prior to the carr.p 1s establish
ment in December 1965, a battalion of the 2nd Regiment, 3rd NVA Dvision 
attacked ~nd overran the !inh Long District Hcadquarterso The enemy had 
intended to clear the }inh Long Valley for use as an infiltration route, 
but the enemy's plans were foiled by the existence of t he CJDG camp. 

i. On 4 !':ay 1967, Long Vei, A-101, which had noved from Khe Sanh, 
was attacked by a company size enemy force, supportei by mortars and infil 
tration within the carp. A platoon of the enemy entered the camp after 
infiltrators slew the gate guards and opened the gate. The defenae then 
rallied anJ the VC were expelled. Casualties were 2 USASF and 17 CIDG 
killed, 5 USASF and 35 CIDG wounded and 38 CIDG nd3singo Only 7 enemy 
troops were slain. AE a re3ult of this attack the camp was moved to more 
defensible terrain, a short distance away. The infiltration of the camp 
repeated the Ashau experience and indicated a serious danger to the canp. 
The enemy was able to inflict severe casualties with a small force and 
light losses. 

j. Also part of the same series of activity, on 7 :t-'ay at 0150, HF 
outpost ill in Quang Ngai province was attacked with mortars 1 r co l"' JS 
rifles and small arms. The enen;y was estimated at tuo companies, an<l • 
airstrikes and friendly reaction from Ea Thanh A-104 was able to drive off 
t he 'JC ; 30 VC were slain and the rest of the enenv were sight.ed carrying 
dead and t10unded.. Friendly losses were only 1 RF killed and 2 woundedo 

ko Elements of Ba To, A-J06, operating jointly with elements of 
Task Force Ore·;on, in Operation Malheur contacted an estimated platoon of 
VC and killed 21; friendly losses were only 1 USASF wounded o This action 
occurred on 13 ray. On 18 J<o.y, a similar oper ation , while at night patrol 
base position contacted a squad of VG att.t·l lll; to , enotrate their perimetero 
In the ensuing battle 17 VC were slain, 1 X w furn mort~ir a nd 3 X AK-50 
machine guns were capturedo 

1. Tra Bong, A-107, made most of the contacts in Juneo Four times 
its operations made contact and accounted for 65 VC killed, 7 captured and 
numerous structures destroyed. The 19 June encounter alone destroyed 20 
bunkers and 159 structures, as well as 1500 kilos of riceo Seven secondary 
explosions indicated several ammunition stores destroyedo Tra Bong was 
founded in August 19C5. r 29 October : 967, the VC attacked the Di:strict 
village adjacent to the camp. A number of homes were burned and eight 
hostages were seized. The next night the enemy again probed the area. 
Part of Tra Jong's TAOR still had gone unprobod by CIDG operations and the 
enemy used that area as i sanctuary whence to forayo 
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rn. Thuong 1:>uc, A-109 again saw action of 25 July. A Tren Phuoc 
operation made contact with 2 corpanie:5 of VC. The enemy, houever, 
encircled the CIDG who used artillery arrl airstrikes to at tempt a br eakout . 
The enemy nonetheless could ~ot be broken, and the CIDG had to scatter 
and take evasive action. A'company size reaction force was unable to 
break through, but helicopterG lifted out many of the troops . On 28 Jul y, 
a CIDG company from Thuor.g Due, A-109 and another from Tien Thuoc, A-102; 
a sweep organized to recover casualties of the 25 July operation. A 
missing USASF returned to the rescue force. Compl et e r esults of all the 
actions were 1 USASF and 16 CIDG killed, 1 VNSF and 22 CIBG mis3ing. The 
enemy lost 58 VC slain. 

n. Tien Phuoc, A-102, also worked closely with allied conventional 
units, and the camp supported tteir elements wi th 2 X 155 mm howitzer3 
in camp and another two on the edge of the TAOR. CTDG troops manned both 
batteries. On 26 CctobP-r, 300 main force i/C were sighted south :Jf camp. 
Air3trike3 and 155 r1 "rt :_J.lery was placed on the enemy, ki l ling 71 VC. 
The camp was Mtablished' .i.n :;ovember 1965 and moved to BT 1057 1435 in 
December of the same year. It lies in t he oper ational area of the 2nd 
NV" Division whose headquarters and r ear ar ea lies 25 km north of the 
carrp. In late 1965, GVN influence in the ar ea was all but dead and in the 
spring of 1966, the 3rd NVA Regiment j oined the 3r d Divis ion. Tien Phuoc, 
as of late 1967 had not been menaced by the nearby enemy imit. This wa!'!I 
partly, at least due to heavy USMC and ARVN pressure:5 north of the 2nd 
NVA Disivion. The addition of the howitzer3 was expected to add to the 
chance of attack on the camp, as it became a more profitable target. As 
of late 1967, two of the three 2nd NVA Division' s regi ment!'!! were rendered 
marginally effective through heavy losses inflicted upon them in contact 
with allied units. 

o. Gia Vue> A-103, i:5 still another camp whose l ate 1967 sumr.iary 
survives. It is an old detachment dating to January 1?62. The camp was 
situated in old Fr ench fortification, and uncharted mine f ields l ay nearby. 
Large US units started operations r.orth of t he camp i n July 1967 o The 
camp lies close to the }:R.-1-II border. The camp had not f aced serious 
threats as of December 1967, but operations in the Song Re Vall ey to the 
north were carefully watched by the VC~ for the valley is a key infiltration 
route. A rise of enemy activity was expected in the ~inter 1967-660 

7. ~ 1967 Special Operations in }:R.-1. 

a. Project Delta ran three operations in ?-rrt-1. The f irst was Operat ion 
5-67, 10 April - 15 June in the Ashau Valley. The Delta force was OPCON 
to III MAF and had an FCF a .. Phu Bai. A total of 48 r econnai ssance mi.Bsions 
were conducted. Informalis:n obtained revealed extensive use of the Ashau 
Valley as an infiltration route. Route 922 f rom Laos entered the northern 
end of the valley and passed along its axis connecting with r oute 548, 
running southeast through the valley and on to base area 6o 7. Base area 
611 lay in Laos and there was good evidence of vehicular t raffic along the 
valley floor at night . The Project Delta presence in the valley cut into 
enemy usage of the routes. The first trucking activity was noted on 18 
April, and FAC immediately r an an airstrike; feverish camou.fl.aging activity 
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was th~n noted. On 27 A~-ril, two helicopters were lost when a VC unit 
chased a reconnaissance team and downed an extraction helicoptero The 
second ship was a USMC CH-46 ferrying in 91st Airborne Ranger troops; a 
third helicopter was frounded by engine failure. The elements on the 
ground then consolidated and were extracted. Again on 14 May, 2 x UHID 9 s 
were lost, one on an infiltration mission, the other while extracting the 
same group after enemy contact was made in the area. The snips were 
destroyed on the ground the next morning. On 21 May, a recovery helicopter 
was shot down while attempting to extract the 3rd/91st Airborne Ranger Bat
talion. CH-46's completed the extraction but the downed ship exploded and 
burned. Of its four man crew, two were rescued. The door gunner on the 
rescue helicopter, however, was hit and later died of wounds. The Rangers 
disrupted enemv supplies and emptied a small cache while on the ground. 
One 22 May, two of the missing crew were sighted, but a CH-46 attemnting 
to rescue them also was downed. The crew of the CH-46 was safely recovered. 
Finally on 23 Nay, the 1st Ranger Company recovered one of the missing per
sonnel and extracted him. That same day, two mimeograph ma.chines were cap
tured in a raid on a enemy base area. On 4 June the pilot of an F8 aircraft 
downed by power failure was rescued by a USMC ship at YD 777 116. Finally 
on 16 June 1967, all elements arrived at the Phu Bai FOB; the missing co-

• pilot downed on 21 May, Warrant Officer WROBLESKI, was not found despite ex-
tensive search. 

b. Project Delta also ran Operation Samurai I from 10 July - 16 August 
1967, trying to locate a major infiltration route from base area 607 through 
the Ashau Valley into Happy Valley, west of Da Nang. l1he reconnaissance 
patrols confirmed existence of the trail and also overran an enemy aid sta
+.;nn capturi~~ 13 prisoners and numerous documents. The pr;soners, during 

-..interroga.ti-oh, revealed that the route called WIRE ROAD ALPHA was used to 
ship rockets into the Da Nang A.O. for shelling of the city and environs. 
The route was also used for NVA administrative purposes, but could not handle 
vehicular traffic. 

c. Operations Samura I, II and III, 10 September to 31 October 1967, 
occurred in the Happy Valley. The operations ran simultaneously near the 
old USASF camps A Ro and Ta Ko, and in base area 608, near Laos . There 
were numerous good supply trails, but none were recently active. Elements 
of the 368B Rocket Regiment (NVA) were contacted. This unit was responsible 
for many rocket attacks upon Da Nang. rhe operations and airstrikes drove 
the enemy out of Happy Valley. 

8 • ..,, PSYOPS Operational Achievements of Company C. 

a. In MR-1, the local markets near CIDG ca~ps often were unable to 
provide rice in sufficient quantities at reasonable'prices to supply the 
CIDG and their families. The troops were compelled to pay exorbitant 
rates or else to pilfer rice. To alleviate this state of affairs, a rice 
buying association was formed by the S-5. The association was a cooperative 
o!., the CIDG with USASF/VNSF guidance; it purchased large quantities of rice 
in Da Nang for shipment to the camps and sale to the troops and families. 
Within the term "dependent", parents of a CIDG soldier were also included. 
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Each detachment selected an administrative committee containing 1 USASF 
and 1 VNSF representive in addition to its CIDG members. The Company C 
S-5 acted as purchasing agent in Da Nang and the S-5 also insured delivery 
of the rice. The camp roster of personnel eligible for use of the coopera
tive was reviewed monthly. Purchasing occurred after payday when the S-5 
at Co C also was repaid. Excess rice was stored by the cooperative for 
sale the rext month •. Each CIDG was authorized a full rice quota per motth 
for each eligible dependent. That meant 12 kilos per adult, 10 per child. 
The soldier could not purchase for himself as he is fed out of +.he rations. 
Cooperative ...nd camp ration rice was kept strictly separate. --.Finally, 
only the CIDG could use tre cooperative. The administrative camp committee 
kept individual ledgers, sale records, price levels and financial balance; 
these figures were reported monthly to the S-5, Co C. Price was determined 
by the a~ount sold each month as against the amount purchased. Profits 
were later used to expand the cooperative for~other commodities or to 
initiate community projects. U3e of profits required approval of the admin
istrative committee, USASF and VlTSF C. 0. 1 s of Co C. Prices :..ere to follow 
approximately the guideline of 25% above Da Nang price, 25% below local 
price. The system proved highly successful .md popular and was ct5h!ldered 
for implementation at Companies A, B, and D. 

b. Another S-5 success in YR-1 occurred in Tra Bong with the opening 
of the Tra Bong Sawmill Cooperative. It started production on 16 May 1967 
and produced 800 board feet of lumber per day. Its membership was 800, 
evenly divided between Vietnamese and }'ontagnards. International Enterprise 
of America Inc. advised the start of the project, provided equipment and 
evaluated forest preserves. Local people were trained to operate the saw
mill. A ten year supply of lumber, at 4,000 board feet per day, was readily 
available. Beyond that point, delivery of logs to the sawmill would have 
to be guaranteed. The coopcrative 1 s 800 personnel conducted all necessary 
functions for the mill, to include logging and timber cutting. }embers 
worked for rice, money or a pcrcen tage of the lumber. It applied for a 
GVN charter _pnce the operation became functional. The lumber excess was 
sold in Quang- Ngai and was bashloaded in C-7-A Caribous which delivered 
supplies to Tra Bong. Co C S-5 also received permission to purchase lumber 
for Civic Action projects, thr~~out MR-lo The system of utilizing 
errpty supply aircraft on their re urn flights was a most convenient and 
useful system, for the return flights ivere generally empty prior to the 
project. The sawmill's success had an unexpected side benefit; two chieu 
hois came in, including a VC village chief who desired admittance for his 
village into the cooperative. 25th and 101st Airborne operations insured 
security for the mill. Since the collapse of the area's cloves industry, 
the lumber mill was the first successful economic enterprise in the Tra 
Bong a:ca. Security for logging operations was the cooperative'slargest 
headache. The VC highly resented the idea, for it cut out one o~ their main 
supports in the area - economic instability. 

c. These two civic oriented operations indicate how USASF efforts 
aimed at fulfilling ~ome of the goals of rural development. The local 
enthusiasm for the projects and the VC alarm over them were excellent 
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barometers of the workability of the cooperative idea in Vietnam. In 
this area, Co C1 s S-5 led the way. 

d. Ba To became involved in the movement of some 2,884 refugees 
(1fontagnard) from the Song Ve Valley - an enenv controlled area to 
Nghia Hanh, a GVN resettlement development. Some of the refugees pre
ferred to settle at Ba To and the USASF initiated a housing project. 
However, Ba To did not possess land or materi~l sufficient to settle 
all the refugees. However, delays in construction at the GVN settlement 
forced the stay of the refugees at Ba To. The people grew impatient and 
some began filtering back to their old homes. Others wavered in indeci
sion over aversion to live in the lowlands (Nghia Hanh) and aversion to 
returning to VC domination and danger from allied operation. This oper
ation illustrated the pitfalls of resettlement schemes. Ethuie fears and 
preferences had to be accounted for in site selection. The refugees were 
amenable to settlement at Ba To but not at Nghia Hanh. 

9. ~ The Sa Huynh FOB. 

a. The area around Sa Huynh possesses some of Vietnam's best salt 
deposits, and it therefore has continually attracted the interest of the 
enemy and allied forces. A GVN outpost had existed at Sa Huynh until 
March 1967, when it fell to the enemy in an attack by the 2nd VC Regi
ment, 3rd NVA Division. Sa Huynh's salt deposits are sufficiently 
productive to provide all of Mt-1 and northern MR-2 with salt. Denying 
this area to the enemy would substantially hurt th~ VC/NVA causo. Sa 
Huynh also possesses a good, natural harbor. Thin gave the VC a good 
salt water port and opened a new infiltration route along the coast from 
North Vietnam. 

b. So it was that on 10 September 1967, USASF and the CIDG program 
opened a fo·ward operational base at Sa~Huynh. The contingent of troops 
sent there includ~d 132 MSF, 3 USASF and 3 Australians, roughly half 
an 1A1 detachment. Their mission was to extend GVN influence back into 
the area and to deny the natural assets ta the enemy. The MSF conducted 
extensive NEDCAPS to win support of the populace. 'l'bc MSF were placed 
on a rotational basis 30-6o days. Late in 1967, an UVA rallier declared 
that the 22nd ITVA Regiment, 3rd NVA Division was planning an ~ttaek 
upon Sa Huynh during the monsoon. This was good evidence that the allied 
base was cutting into the enemy's well-being and logistics. 

c. On 24 April 1968, the outpost was returned to the GVN which 
then assumed responsibility for the governing and security of the area. 
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10. - Other Sta.ff Operation 1967. 

a. The Emergency },edical Reaction Team (EMRT) with one medical 
officer, two aidmen and a basic supply of medicine, deployed to Con 
Thein from its base in Nha Trang in mid Nay 1967. The camp was under 
continual enemy harassment and needed medical support. This was the 
EMRT's first utilization and it was executed successfully. Due to 
cases of the Plague, occurring in scattered spots, j._nnnunization for 
143,000 persons were requested from the Institute Pasteur. Most of 
the vaccine was earmarked for NR-I and MR-2, and the immunizations 
were scheduled to start in early October. 

b. The proposals for fiscal 1968 were made in mid 1967, and in 
MR-1, the principle of maintaining a line of camps west of the allied 
conventional units was still recommended. They were to be a first line 
defense and also an extension of GVN control into inner MR-1. Some 
new camps were proposed: Nam Dong YC 8783, Ta Bat, both to guard 
the Ashau Valley routes, Thon Lun, Ba Long, Hiep Due, Ben Giang, Hau 
Due and Gi Lone. To command and control this large addition, two 
'B' teams were proposed - one at Quang Ngai, another at Hue. 
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III 1968 A Year of Ccnfrlmtation. 

1. ~ Overview. 

a. As in the other military regions, 1968 was a year of heavy acti
vity for Company C in NR-1. Unfortunately, our documentation for the year 
is very poor. The only documents surviving are the after-action rrnorts 
to three major sieges, Lm:g ~rei, Kham Due and Tr ,.mg Due. The 5th Group 
~RLL's for 1968 are already retired and therefore of no assistance to us. 
There are two other documents - a unit activity update, date~ J Y.iay 1968. 
This document covers a few of the other events in Co Cup through April. 
Dated 9 June 1969 finally, is a short camp history of Yiai Loe, the camp 
which repl ace~ Ung ~rei after it was c ,acuated. 

b. As is generally lrnown, during the Tet offensive, Hue wa::., cap
tured by the VC/UVA who held the city for a week and carried out brutal, 
savage execution a6ainst pro-GVN people and even con~letely innocent 
civilians, women, children and even the pets and farm animals of the 
"enemies of the revolution". Uo r ecord of USASF involvement in the Hue 
operations survives, and as the last USASF detachment there closed in 
1963, it is unlikely that any occurred. Concerning Da Nang, Quang Ngai, 
Chu Lai we are equally ill-informed. Qui Nham, however, was under Co B 
at the time and Tet activity there has been extensively discussed under 
the 2nd }SFC operrt1enlo ~-
2. ~a, The Siege of Lang Vei. 

a. The Lang Vei campaign was without doubt part of the overall 
Tet Offensive, for it coincided very closely with Tet activity else
where. Lang Vei, A-101 was the northernmost CIDG camp, aside from the 
short lived Con Thien camp. Lang Vei was at XD 7844 3573; it lay JO km 
south of the m Z, 5 km u..st of the Laotian border. The USMC Khe Sanh 
combat base, formerly a USASF camp lay 8 km northeast. This area is 
literally one of the remotest of South Vietnam. It is on the door-step 
of North Vietnam. 

b. Lang Vei's history extends to 8 July 1962, at which time the 
camp was founded at XD 848417, and was then called Khe Sanh. On 23 Dec
ember 1966, the cali'J> relocated to XD 795360, Lang Vei, and the USMC 
took over Khe Sanh. On 4 May 1967, Long Vei was attached and pene
trated by 2 NVA companies, an action fully described under 1967 events. 
The location of the camp was poor, with inadequate fields of fire and 
observation. Further uncharted minefields prevented proper repairs 
from being acc omplished on the damaged perime ter wire. Hence Lang Vei 
Moved again, to XD 7844 3573. The newest camp was constructed as a 
"fighting camp" 1/J forces defending, 2/3 on of fensive operation. On 
21 September, t he move to the new camp was accomplished. 
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c. Lang Vei never was free of the enemy threat. Early in the summer 

of 1966, US ~arines on Operation Hastings tangled with the 324B NVA Divis
ion just south of the DMZ. Shortly later, the USMC contacted the 341st 
NVA Division. Throughout 1966, activity increased in all Quang Tri Prov
ince except Khe Sanh/Lang Vei. However in October 1966, reliable sources 
revealed ,hat Khe Sanh was to be the target of a major attack. Enemy 
activity in the area steadily increased. In April 1967, regimental plus 
sign elements of the 325C NVA Division were reported west of Khe Suh. 
VC and NVA units were on the move throughout January, and on the 14th an 
NVA Regiment was reported near XD 760267. Arourrl the 17th, Lang Vei and 
Land Bu villagers started constructing bunkers for self protection. On 
21 January a battalion size NVA force attacked Khe Sang District HQ and 
was repulsed with heavy losses. A prisoner interrogated by the USMC 
revealed that if the Khe Sanh attack failed, his unit was to pull back 
to Laos until after Tet, to attack again with tanks and artillery and a 
stronger force. The source claimed that Chinese anJ SJviet tanks were 
enroute. This was the first hint of NVA plans to use tanks against allied 
installations in Vietnam. On the 24th, FAG observed the tanks, five ex
actly, and destroyed one. The others retrea ved west, across route 3. 
Also on the 24th, the 33rd Royal Laotian Battalion was attacked in Laos 
by tTVA using tanks. They fled and were installed near Lang Vei that 
evening. Their attackers were the 304th and 325 NVA Divisions. On 
30 January, a hoi chanh arrived at Lang Vei. He was NVA, from the 3rd 
Platoon, 6th Company, 8th Battalion, 66th Regiment, 304th NVA Division. 
His X. O. and a sapper squad conducted reconnaissance of Lang Vei the 

· "nlght of 28 January. They sought to pinpoint h~avy and automatic -. 
weapons. The hoi chanh's company twice had received attack alerts, but 
each attack was cancelled. Further, he revealed that the 307 and 380th 
NVA Divisions were enroute to Quang Tri Province. His division was 
tasked with overrunning Khe Sanh Combat Base, Khe Sanh town and Lang Vei. 
He also reported hearing tracked vehicles while with his unit. 

d. On 31 January, the Laotians sent out a 17 man reconnaissance 
force which was ambushed at XD 815370 by two NVA companies. That same 
day a three platoon }:SF reconnaissance force contacted three enemy 
companies at XD 815375. Airstrikes were called in and the results were 
54 NVA killed and an estimated 80-100 KBA. The Y..SF lost 1 killed and 
4 wound.Id. From 20 January to 5 February, zeroing and harassing mortar 
fire was received each day. At Lang Vei, unlike the previous year or 
Ashau, the local populace was friendly to the camp, and no evidence of 
sabotage was found. Patrols and local security elements ·-1ent out until 
5 February and an outpost was manned by 2 USASF and a platoon off.SF. 
It overlooked route 9 and the Laotian border. The 33rd RoJ.1.J Laoti.1n 
Battalion and 3 USASF moved into old Lang Vei. The camp defenses ·.ere 
80% complete and the main lack was the absence of anti-tank mines. 
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e. On 6 February, two mortar attacks were received; the second at 

1810 consisted of 40-6o 152/155 mm rounds; consequently the camp was on 
100% alert. 161 i SF, 282 CIDG, 13 VNSF and 24 USASF were at the camp. 
At 1900, all was quiet, but at 1930, trocps in the 104 CIDG Company area 
heard sounds of running engines coming from vicinity XD 780344, to the 
south. The .MSF outpost heard similar noises. At 2100 three trip nares 
in 104 Co's area was tripped, and again the area wa~ blanketed with fire. 
At 2249, SSG Broons heard sounds on the s outh road. Illumination failed 
to r eveal movement. At 0015, 7 February, another trip flare was triggered 
in the 104 Co area and two tanks were sighted in the wire; 104 Company 
opened fire. Simultaneously the outpost came under mortar fire followed 
by a tank and infantry as~ault. Requests for FAG and artillery went out, 
but the mission was delayed 17- 20 minutes (Khe Sanh also was under artill
ery attack). At Lang Vei, the artillery had halted but the tanks turned 
on their lights and started a-weping the camp. Small arms fire promptly 
!mocked the lights out. The tanks commenced firing at bunkers, but SFC 
Holt shortly knocked out both tanks in the south wire . 

f. At this point, three other tanks appeared on the road from Lang 
,.,freai and, driving around two knocked out vehicles headed for the 104 

c6mpany area. The defender~ opened fire against these also. Tank killer 
teams, utilizing the N-72 µ.w 1 s and. grenades knocked out another tank. 
Other USASF and MSF climbed a vehicle on route 9 and attempted to~throw 
grenades down its hatch. LT Wilkins engaged another vehicle on route 9 
with an M-72. He scored with two hits but there was no effect; the tank 
continued west towards the disprnsarz: 

... 
g. r,:eanwhile, the 1.SF at the , outpost r eported that NVA troops 

surrounded them, but that t hL figlit there was still very much contested. 
Four more tanks and two platoor:s cf infantry moved west along the high
way, towards the camp. The 102 and 103 company areas came under attack, 
and with the tanks spearheading the .. ttack, the perimet er was breached. 
The enemy also finally penetrated 104 comp .. ny' s area after 45 minutes. 
Here also, tanks were the deciding factor. The inner perimeter, however, 
still w .. s intact. Old Lang Vie had thus far escaped unscathed, and they 
supplied 81mm illumination and HE fire . However, at this point, two tanks 
showed up and attacked Old Lang Vei also. 

h. ~Jhen Co C requested air support, III L~F r eported at 11Spooky11 , 

FAG and TAC Air were all engaged at Khe Sanh . III 1".AF cent C'tt fighter/ 
bombers, however "Spooky" also feared the tanks; his fir" ower couldn't 
destroy th(,m, but they could shoot him down. The fighters a!J.i:J Li.. .. ' '-· ~ t 
0100 and started airstrikes north and south of Lang Vei. On the ground 
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SFC Holt knocked out another tank, but both 106mm RR 1 s were then disabled. 
US:MC artillery now also hit the NVA forces, and 105mm Howitzers provided 
illumination. 

i. Opposite the 101 Co area around 0200, a large enemy assault 
assembled. The USKC put out an arti!\ery mission which first hit Lang Vei, 
but was then adjusted onto the NVA. Enemy sappers, however, managed to 
slip through and tanks also appeared. The ca .. -L end .-,f the camp was lost. 
Shortly later, the NVA and tanks overran 102 and 103 company areas. Com
munications with Old Lang Vei A.Jtd the 102 and 103 company was lo~t. Sur
vivqrs reported that, unable to rejoin the USASF, they evaded "to Old Lang 
Vei or ~he Sanh. Artillery was requested atop the camp as the tanks moved 
in a p,_hcer thrust against the inner perimeter. At 0230 communication 
with the MSF outpost failed. Th.it position was also overrun and the sur
vivors fled south. Two "3.A..SF wounded didn't escape . 

j. Meanwhile, a tank moved past supply bunker //1 and headed for the 
4.2 inch mortar pit. 5 USASF and about 50 CIDG evacuated that portion of 
the camp and three of the USASF finally reached a clump of bamboo about 
100 meters north of camp. From there they escaped to a dry creek-bed 
and stayed the night there. A tank from 101 company area penetrated the 
inner wire and knocked out the 81mm mortar. The tank-killer teams were 
at the TOC searching for more LAW 1s. Sappers and infantry headed for 
the TOC but were halted by small arms. The tank meanwhile rolled up to 
within 15 meters of the TOC; a LAW round hit it, but no effect resulted. 
The tank fired into the TOC entrance. SP4 Mc:Murray was wounded and LT 
Wilkins was trapped beneath some sand filled 55 gallon drums which 
toppled over LTC Schungel and he was knocked unconscious1 but he ca.me 
to and the group, including LT Wilkins moved to a better shelter. Another 
tank, meanwhile, approached the TOC and knocked down the observation 
tower. Both exits of the TOC had caved in, trapping eight USASF and 
5 Vietnamese. LTC Schungel then tossed two grenades under the second tank 
and a LAW hit it. The hatch opened, but only flames emerged. The group 
outside then hid in the team house. At 0330, a team of 5 NVA approached 
and were all killed by LTC Scl,ungel. A sapper satchel, however, detonated, 
wounding him in the leg. He and LT Wilkins then moved out and headed for 
the dispensary, reaching it at 0430. They hid at its north end. Two 
tanks and a platoon of NVA occupied the dispensary, but the 2 USASF 
remained hidden. 

k. The personnel in the TOC believed tha~~ alone were alive; 
at 0320 they had lost all cemmunications with the outside. The NVA 
now tossed fragmentation, CN, CS and incindiary grenades into the TOC. 
The VNSF C. O. and his party climbed out and surrendered when the NVA 
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threatened to blow up the building. Satchel charges were blown up in the 
air vents. About 0600, a large part of the north wall collapsed and ser
iously wounded SP4 Moreland. CPT Willoughby was wounded by a grenade 
bursting one and a half feet before him. A flak jacket saved his life, 
but at 0830 he lost consciousness. 

~- The 3 USASF and 60 Laotians at Old Lang Vei, meanwhile mustered a 
rescue movement. They headed along highway 9 and persuaded 20-40 CIDG 
there to join in. The initial assault was against the 101 company area. 
However, machine guns greeted them and t.he CIDG and Laotians broke. SFC 
Craig and SSG Tiroch had crept out of their dry creek bed and joined the 
rescue force. SFC Ashley directed airstrikes and led two more assaults, 
but ea.ch failed. LTC Schungel and LT Wilkins emerged from the dispensary 
at 0330. The two tanks were burned out, hit by airstrikes. The two USASF 
ma.de it to route 9 and also rejoined the rescue force. 

m. At 1000, the TOG regained communications with SFC Ashley. On the 
5th assault the rescue party reached within 30 meters of the TOG, but SFC 
Ashley was badly wounded by small arms. The CIDG and Laotians wavered and 
the assault failed. SGT Allen and SP4 Johnson, however, evacuated SFC 
Ashley to Old Lang Vei. The enemy had started shelling the old ca.mp and 
while SP4 Johnson tried resuscitating SFC Ashley a mortar round impacted 
nearby and mortally wounded SFC Ashley. He was later awarded the Congr ess
ional Medal of Honor for his repeated courageous assaults to retake the 
camp. 

n. The US.MC at Khe Sa.nh elected not to reinforce Lang Vei, because 
it was feared that a dual siege was underway. It should be remembered 
that 4 NVA divisions were in the area. At noon on 7 February, COL Ladd, 
Group C. O. contacted GEN westmoreland and requested assistance to evac
uate the camp. A decision was made to move 10 USASF arrl 40 CIDG from 
FOB #3 into Old Lang Vei. LTC Schungel and NAJ Quamo of the FOB coordin
ated efforts. The plan was communicated to CPT Willoughby ani FAG was 
directed to hit the rest of the camp. As the planes finished the raid, 
the USASF moved out. SP4 Moreland, severely wounded and uncontrollable 
had to be left behim.. The group received scattered fire but made it to 
highway 9. LT Quy, meanwhile, had been captured by the NVA, escaped and 
evaded back to Old Lang Vei. The party was driven back to Old Lang Vei. 

o. The reaction force and an evacuation party appeared at Old Lang 
Vei. MAJ Qua.mo assumed command and the seriously wounded were evacuated . 
4 X CH-46 helicopters appeared and the indigenous troops who mobbed them 
had to be thrown off. The Jast CH-46 removed the serious indigenous 
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casualties. LT Todd had hidden i.ll.the emergency medical bunke1 and at 
1700 hours on the 7th, he moved to the TOG to seek survivors, but found 
only SP4 Moreland, dead. The rest had been evacuated. He then saw a 
helicopter leaving Old Lang Vei and from there he was evacuated. 

p. The CIDG who escaped to Khe Sanh were initially relieved of 
weapons and turned away. When LTC Hoadley learned of this, he coordin
ated with the }farines and the CIDG were taken in. Between 7 February and 
1600 8 'February 16o CIDG survivors were. evacuated to Co C. So ended the 
battle for Lang Vei. 

q. Following evacuation from Khe Sanh to Da Nang, the wounded were 
hospitalized and all the Laotians were fed and issued new uniforms. At 
1145 on 15 Aprtil, aircraft arrived from Laos and ferried all the Laotian 
troops be.ck home. Friendly casualties were as follows: 

KIA/MIA WIA 

USASF 10 13 
VNSF 5 3 
CSF 165 29 

, e1-f>F 34 32 
Interpreters 5 0 

Enemy casualties were unknow, but 7 tanks were definitely knocked out. 
All but three of the tanks were destroyed, and the three disabled ones 
were removed by the enemy during the night of 6-7 ¥.iarch. 

r. There were a number of problem areas, some of which were key 
to the camps capture. 

1. Prior to the battle LTC Schungel requested a tank platoon 
to counter the effect of the enemy's 152mm artillery on Co Roe Mountain 
in Laos. The tank reports weren't reacted to properly. Only 100 M-72 
LAW's were issued to Lang Vei; of these, a large number mal-functionned. 
Of those that functioned, some did negative damage to the tanks. 

2. Effective support by air and artillery were delayed as Khe 
Sanh also was attacked. The USl-'.C also refused to allot helicopters to 
airlift MSF reinforcements into the cam~, and even the evacuation ships 
had to be bargained for. 
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J. The Laotian battalion proved ineffective. On the night of 
6 February, the C. O. refused to allow some of his troops to reinforce 
Lang Vei, and the next morning, five times the indigenous troops aband
oned the assault - once only 30 meters from the objectiveo 

4. The toll that the camp took of NVA tanks indicates that 
with somewhat stronger assets, the overrunning of the camp could have been 
prevented. In the light of the intelligence reports - at least two, poss
ibly four NVA div.isions and an unknown number of tanks, plus heavy artillery 
across the border. The Hoi chanhs and POv1s indicated a large attack, yet 
relatively few reinforcements were forthcomingo Further, the anti-tank 
weapon sent in (M-72 LAW) proved to be at best marginally effective against 
the Soviet built PT-76 and possible T-34 tanks used. Lang Vei was aband
oned, and when A-101 reopenned, it was at ~ai Loe. The camp put , ~ fi~rce 
and courageous defense, but it just was not capable of defending again .. ,i:, th" 
better armed, tank supported NVA troopso 

J • ...,. Other early 1968 Activity. 

a. At about the same time as the Lang Vei Seige, at Ba To, a VC 
company attempted to attack the camp by pushing ~ontagnard civilians in 
front of them. This tactic is illustrative of the sort of enemy.facing 
allied elements. Earlier, the same element had attacked the District 
HQ and Province Advisory team. Results, overall were 22 VC killed, 6 
captured, while friendly troops· lost 6 CIDG killed, 7 wounded and 2 
missing. Throughout February, harassment of GVN facilities and install
ations continued. The result was a serious demorali zation of RF/PF forces. 
A retraining program had to be institutedo 

b. At l' inh Long, A-108, the VC attempted to use s i milar tactics 
against the Dist1-ict forces. Here however, the RF didn1 t yield and killed 
7 of the vc, dl'i,.:.i~ off the rest. 

c. At Thuon Due, the USMC withdrew its troops from a strategic hill 
overlooking the~oad from Da Nang to Th1..'ong Due. A CIDG unit established 
a position atop th~ hill the foll owing day, but it proved necessary to 
extend the camp A. O. Shortly lat er, 2,1 vA ambush on the road cost 3 X 2½ 
ton trucks and 1 USASF, 11 CIDG and 1 ARJN killed. 

d. Tien Phuoc, A-102, -aaw a -flurry of acti vity with enemy elements 
j., rtarch. A joint USAS..,/ ,ZF out~ ost was esteblj.p.hed, but the VC overran 
it killing 1 USASF, lUS, 3 PF aru 1 CIDG. The enemy also captured one 
each, a 60nnn and 81mm mortar. 
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e. At Thuong Due in March, 2 VG infiltrators in the CIDG ranks 

hurled a grenade at a USASF bunker. They were aeized, however and an 
investigation netted 36 other infiltrators and also uncovered plans to 
attack the camp in the near future. No doubt, the compromise set back 
the enemy's plans. 

f. The following month, a joint Tien Phuoc/Americal operation un
covered a substantial weapons/supply cache containing 15 small arms, 4 
crew served weapons and a large quantity of ammunition. Gia Vue conducted 
a rice harvest in enemy held areas which yielded 27 ,OOO lbs. rice. The 
local populace received the ~~~0 Rnd enemy food resources suffered a blow. 
Ha Thanh, A-104, conducted F sireilar rice harvest which garnered 10,000 
lbs. In Kham Due's A. o., reconnaissance operations revealed the infiltr
ation route employed by the 2nd NVA Division. Harassing action against 
the trail cost the enemy SVC killed arrl 12 wounded. 

g. After the armor attack on Lang Vei, tank killer training was 
conducted at all the Co C detachments. Training was given in the use of 
106mm RR, 3.5 inch rockets, M-72 LA~J•s, satchel charges and molotov 

·'cocktails. The Lang Vei attack drove home the lesson that CIDG camps 
needed improved anti armor capability. A program was also initiated to 
arm "proven" CIDG and CRP troops with M-16 rifles. The competition for 
selection to be issued an M-16 boosted morale and the weapon itself gave 
the troops improved fire-power over the M-1 carbine. 

h. Several 1A1 camps started sending small immediate reaction 
operations against "hot" intelligence reports. The patrols either veri
fied the report or exploited it. To gain access to enemy held areas, 
VC/NVA uniforms and equipment was used. The concept proved quite valuable 
and productive. The rice harvest earlier mentioned used three methods; 
1. The CIDG, 8-12 strong, went dressed as farmers and accompanied civi
lian laborers :Jn the .fields. They hid their weapons and radios in bundles 
of sticks and c~othing. One man hid in a concealed area with a PRC-25 
to use in case artillery or airstrikes were needed. 2. Saturation pat-

~ rols were sent into the hills surrounding the fields while the civilians 
conducted their harvest. 3. The civilian3, CIDG guards and District 
officials were helilifted into the fields c:i.nd extracted at night. The 
operations denied considerable rice supplies to the VC. 

i. In March, enemy highway construction was noted near Kham Due, 
A-105. One road ran from YB 860915 to YB 940855 where it joined highway 
14. Airstrikes hit the road and reconstruction was slow. On 20 March, 
an FOB was opened at Ngoc Travals, 7 km south of Kham Due at YC 965015. 
In April, a platoon of USNC artillery reinforced the CIDG there. · The 
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ener y- conducted 14.ght,. probes right from the outpost's opening. The enemy 
was extending the .road network east. ¥ore road construction was noted 
near Kham Due, at Yc...t.7902'8, paralleling the Jaotian border. By 28 Feb
ruary it had come to within 1,000 meters of· highwa~ 14. The road was 
three lanes, graded earth. Much of it was covered by heavy canopy. 1bis 
route also was bombed, cutting it in several places, and repairs were not 
noted, except on its Loatian stretch. Highway 14 itself was in poor re
pair, but it was usable by tracked vehicles. Aerial observation craft 
reported extensive anti aircraft fire from the whole area observed. The 
road passed 10 km south of Kham Jue, but from highway 14, it led to a 
trail which led to the Tam Ky, Hai An and Da Nang areas. 

4. ~ The Attack against Kham Due, A-105 

a. The Kham Due siege was part of the enemy's spring 1968 offensive, 
and it may have been planned as a follow-up to the Lang Vei attack. Air 
Force Intelligence gave the first indications of an enemy buildup against 
the camp about 1 February 1968, ,men road construction was noted just in
side Laos. An account of this road construction immediately precedes the 
account of this siege. Further aerial reconnaissance revealed troop 
concentrations around 20 April, and agents reported infiltration of troops 
and supplies into Kham Due's TAOR. The 2nd NVA Division HQ was also 
reported to have rr.oved in April. A short time later, 3rd Regiment, 2nd 
NVA Division elements were reported near Ngoh Tavals FOB. The FOB also 
received a number of probes and wortar attacks. Starting 18 April, 
operations from Kham Due made numerous contacts with NVA elements in 
their TAOR. On 8 May at 1510, Operation P-74 was ambushed by 4 NVA; 
the friendly troops broke out, however, slew 2 NVA and captured a third. 
The PO;/ identifed his unit as tre 6oth Battalion, 1st VC Regiment, 2nd 
NVA Division. His unit was assigned the mission of attacking Kham Due. 
The attack had been scheduled for 4 May, but the late arrival of heavy 
weapons delayed it. 

b. Kham Due was the last surviving NR-1 camp on the border with 
Laos after Lang Vei fell. The camp was located at ZC 0059 0810 in Hiep 
Due District, Quang Tin Province. The Ngoh Tavals FPB lay at YC 9640 
0091; it had been opened to monitor enemy activity on the new road built 
March-April. The weather at Kham Due was generally clear during 10-12 
May, but gro,ind fogs appeared in the early morning and lunar illumination 
was marginal. There were several key hills located northwest of the camp. 

c. At 0245 10 May, Kham Due came under a coordinated mortar and 
recoille,i13 rifle attack. Ngoh ,as hit at 0315 the same night by a mortar 
and groUlid assault. At 0328, the FOB's perimeter was penetrated. A CIDG 
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unit which had been ambushed on 9 May had withdrawn to Ngoh Tavals, but 
it was suspected that there were infiltrators in the element. Claymore 
wires in the USMC perimeter and a telephone land line to the command post 
had been cut. As the attack connnenced, some of the CIDG moved towards 
the USMC positions yelling, "Don't shoot, don't shoot, friendly, friendly". 
As the CIDG approached the USMC positions, the enemy started tossing 
grenades, and the CIDG attack~d the Marines along with the enemy. The 
incoming fire was both carbine and AK-47; yet all the NVA carried A.It-47' s 
so the CIDG must have shot off the carbineso 

d. Rocket fire at the FOB was directed at Marines, USASF and Austr
alian positions. The NVA dug into the embankments and tossed grenades 
into the communicating trenches; one NVA with a flame-thrower ignited 
ammunition. However, his action was partly useful for he provided badly 
needed illumination with his activities. The NVA shortly later seized 
the 105 nun howitzers positions and the ~SF platoon was trapped in the Old 
French fort. The USMC defended the Command Bunker. Spooky now appeared 
and he struck at the NVA in the 105nrrn positions. The enemy then tried to 
use tear gas, but it was of low intensity and the wind carried it over the 
NVA, so after three attempts, the gas attack halted. A grenade fight 
next erupte<!~. lasting until dawn. At dawn, 12 }'SF and 3 Americans retook 
the square, driving the enemy out beyond the wire. Manpower was short, so 
the friendly troops halted at the wire and manned the bunkers. Spooky 
and HU-lB gunships, meanwile, worked over the enemy. The NVA manaeed, 
however, to reply with anti-aircraft fire. The medevac ships, under 
this cover successfully removed the wounded. 

e. The enemy prepared a new assault, so the Marines expended the 
last nine 105mm rounds and destroyed the guns. Reinforcements from the 
12th MSF Co arrived arrl two of four CH-46 helicopters safely landed their 
troops. The last ship, however, received a rocket while on the airstrip, 
and bursting into flame, it closed the facility. The FOB 1 s position, 
however was serious. At 1300, therefore, the FOB was evacuated and the 
downed CH-46 was set afire. The troops evaded the enemy and were picked 
up eventually by CH-46 1s. The enemy, unaware of the withdrawal shelled 
the FOB for another 90 minutes. 

f. The enemy force was clearly a special assault unit for all the 
enemy carried automatic assault weapons. There was also good and exten
sive artillery and rocket support fo~ the IJVA. Casualties were at least 
31 NVA killed (all in the 105mm area), l USASF, 14 USMC and 10 MSF killed, 
1 USASF, 1 VNSF and 45 MSF missing. CIDG casualties were undetermined. 
All captured NVA equipment was new, with packing grease still intact and 
the dead enemy were all well fed and had new clothing • 
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g. Meanwhile back at Khi::1.111 Due, at 0345, the mortar attack halted. 
At 1000 on the 10th, medical supplies and a new C. O. CPT Henderson 
arrived at Kham Due. The regular C. O. had been delayed at Ngoh Tavals 
arrl compelled to evacuate that canp with its defen:iers; he also was badly 
wounded. At 1030 sporadic mortar fire resumed against Kham Due. At 
~00, LTC Owens arrived with A Company, 1st Battalion, 46th Infantry to 
reinforce Kham Due. Later at 1632 .~~- C, and D companies and a 105mm 
howitzer battery completed the assembly of a reaction force. At 1830, 
the 1-:SF from Ngoh Tavals were received at Kham Due. 

h. On 11 May at 0558 the enemy resumed his mortar attack and con
centrated on the main compound, At 0830, the CRP and 2 USASF swept east 
and southeast of the camp. The patrol adjusted artillery onto suspected 
enemy positions. At 1100, the NVA mortars zeroed in on the 105mm howitizer 
battery and killed 2 crewmen while wounding 16. At 1400, the 11th and 12th 
MSF companies were evacuated from Kham Due, but CIDG Co 137 moved in to 
replace the MSF. This element landed 64 personnel, and it occupied the 
training camp Sl'1ib of the main camp. On the 12th, at 0030, the camp 
was ordered evacuated during the course of the day. At 0320, outpost 
#7 came under mortar and ground attack. The outpost was ovcrrnn, but the 
deferrlers holed up in the bunkers and called in airstrikes ;' top "'the camp. 
The position held until 1030, until it was ordered out by a dir,ct u2mm 
hit. At 0936, ground assaults struck the Americal reinforcements, and 
outposts 1, 5 and 3·~ell to the enemy. At 1006, the main camp was urrler 
assault from the notiheast, northwest and southwest; each assault was 
t,flll.,any size or heavier, but TAC air, artillery am ground fire stopped 
them. Following this, the enemy moved 50 caliber MGs arrl radio antennas 
into the overrun outposts. 

i. At 1130, the evacuation of the camp was started. At 1200, the 
command control party reported a new ground assault massing and ·hvictroops 
in the wire. Combined grourrl fire, mortars and airstrikes halted the enemy. 
The }NA, however, continued to attempt to overrun the camp. The evacuation 
of the camp continued except for periods •-,hen anti-aircraft :iptenspied. 
Another ground assault was halted at 1400 by the command and control group 
and heavy airstrikes. At 1633, the evacuation of the USASF and VNSF corr~ 
and completed abandonment of the camp. Total USASF casualties werc.--"1 miLcin· • 
(2 from Ngoh Tavals) and 6 US.ASF wounded. 

j. At r· rr· "''['a.val: iJ v, outpost was overrun because of superior enemy 
forces. The enemy art ..i..llery knocked out key positions and the 105mm howiti
zers had only 100 shells between ~ rrr. :'ham Due was evacuated because the 
enemy possessed all key terrair once J U 'ized the high grourrl around the camp 
arrl overran the outposts. Agai1 , · ( r · _•i, · 11ery was accurate and destroyed 
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much of the organic defense, especially the heavier pieces. Kham Due was 
attacked by the 1st Regiment, 2nd NVA Division and reinforcements, including 
freshly infiltrated troops. During evacuation, there was some difficulty 
coordinating offensive support activity and the evacuation activity. The 
airstrikes were on the Fire Direction Center net, but the r&scue aircraft 

~.ue~e on the USASF net and some were unable to switch to the Fire Direction 
net as they approached the camp. Thus USASF personnel had to monitor both 
nets am. relay the information. Out of 17W personnel at Kham Due, 1,508 
were successfully evacuated, an outstanding achievement under heavy enemy 
pressure. 

k. Another problem was lack of mutual support between Kham Due and 
Ngoh 'l'avals. The FOB requested 155m howitzers, but received only 105 1s. 
Thus, the sou~hern limits of the FOB 1 s TAOR cs,idd not be covered. Further, 
Ngoh Tavals d~dn't possess other organic artillery, an:1. once the enemy was 
operating within the minimum range, no· reaction or support to patrols could 
be given. Kham Due also had no artillery capable of supporting Ngoh Tavals. 

1. The two attacks upon Lang Vei and Kham Due were part of a single 
enemy offensive. Both camps lay on the border and wl th their collapse, the 
border defens~in MR-1 and 2 lay both in support and enemy forces. In MR-1 
the NVA had two divisions; in }ffi-2, the only enemy reserves lay in Cambodia 
and Laos. In the area of support, the U8r1C was the largest conventional 
group in }ffi-1, and as a rule, the III YJ.AF was less willing than IFFV to 
commit large scale support for besieged camps. It is also true that the 
Montagnards in MR-2 were more closely knit and less subject to VC infiltra
tion than the scattered, isolated MR-1 l'on~ds. This is borne out by 
the many cases of infiltration of CIDG units, which proved the key in the 
fall of at least one camp - Ashau. 

-~ . !"', Ji...lk~,Uuc _was abo.wloned, but :in .Tune 1968, .A.-10$ opened a ne1 camp 
· lft-· Nong Son.· !n long Sen•e area lies t,be onl,r coal mine action in SoutA -~:: . 

• ~t.na.ui1 and part of the c·amp•s mission was to protect the mine and its · ' 
operation. 

5. ~ The Thuong Due Campaign • 

a. For the rest of 1968, other than the Project Delta operation, we 
have only one report remaining - the Thuong Due siege report. 

b. Activity in Thuong Due's TAOR rose sharply in late August and 
September. Indirect fire attacks and light probes were received on an 
almost daily basis. The attacks didn't commit appreciable damage to the 
camp, but they did limit aggressive CI,)G patrols. Thuong Due controlled 
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one of the major enemy infiltratior: ..l"outes- into Da Nang. The TAOR had 
numerous trails and tracks. Happy vaney and 11 Charlie 11 Ridge also were 
favorite enemy routes. Two large rivers passed near Thuong Due, but the 
camps nearness had cut the use of those. 

c. It was apparent before 28 September that an attack was brewing 
as indirect fire attacks increased and the enemy seized control of the high 
ground. The presence of numerous large weapons denoted the probability of 
a siege, and the enemy lost the element of surprise. 

d. Thus the camp was in a high state of readiness. There were four 
companies and two CRP 1 s. The constant mortar fire had weakened some points 
in camp. The CIDG grew romewhat hesitant, especially in the conduct of 
offensive patrols. The camp possessed 2 X 105mm howitzers 1ns1de and was 
supported by 155Jllill and 175mm guns on hill #52. The campT~oximity to 
Da Nang also made TAC Air readily available, and B-52 and Skyspot missions 

~--~o supported the camp. The VNSF C. 0. was fearful of sending out patrols 
and this was a serious weakness. In MR-2, it was noted that the camps 
which consistently avoided enemy sieges combined aggressive patrols with 
their support assets. Only in this way could the enemy be sighted, trapped 
am destroyed before he assumed attack positions near the camp. If found 
early, the enemy forces were likely to be on the move, hence without good 
defensive positions. However, oncP- in po~i~ion, the VC/NVA dug in am even 
heavy airstrikes had a formidabl€ task to roo"'t him out. 

e. On 28 September, the attack came. At 0230. outpost #2 came under 
recoilless and mortar attack. Response was rradE .lii,th 4.2 inch mo.rt;µ- and 
the recoille93 fire ceased. At 0245 radio contact with outposti:#2 was lost 
and outpost dl came under attack. At 0410, it was learned that outpost #2 
had been overrun. At 0515, an RF/PF outpost came under recoille~s, mortar 
and small arms fire. "Spooky swiftly arrived, but low clouds prevented 
him from using his guns; the plane did provide illumination, however. At 
0555, one of the CRP's attacked but could not retake outpost #2, and Spooky 
was able to move against _t~P enemy. At 0700 an RF operation moved out 
to clear the village and ~e the outposts, but as it assaulted #2, fire 
was received from #1. The attempt was forced back. 

f. At 0920 airstrikes were repeated upon the enemy occupied positions. 
The enerc ~cttrried of! as the bombs fell but then returned; and another RF 
operation ntiled. Some Vietnamese airstrikes now hit the enemy and CS gas 
was used to soften up the NVA. At 1330, outpost #1 was recaptured. At 1420 
friendly troops had seized outpost #2. 29 NVA lay dead at both locations. 
Radio transmissions monitored by Thuong Due indicated that the air and-"----• 
artillery raids were inflicting severe casualties; many of their leaders 
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were slain and medicine was in short supply. At 1600, recoill, ss fire was 
received from Dai An, but jets immediately hit the area and caugut about 
20 NVA in the open. 

e. At 1900, 122mm rockets hit Thuong Due, and troops were abserved 
moving about. Spooky was overhead, however, and he mowed down all concen
trations. At 2000, more rocket&.'..Were received, but Spooky sighted the 
launch site and observed severa1 ·-secondary explosions. Following this air
strike, activity slowed down. 

f. At 0200, 29 September,the RF outpost was probed but the NVA were 
driven back. At 0605, a renewed rocket attack hit Thuong Due. The aircraft 
continued sighting and raiding enemy positions. At 1105, MSF reinforcements 
arrived e.nd soon, they were in contact and seized a 60mm mortar and 57mm 
recoilless rifle. At 1515 one aircraft,, identified as RattJP-r 10 was hit 
by recoill( ss fire and vas downed; the crew, however, ~as saf'ely extracted. 
At 1730, the ~1•· 0 1, ..... _:·•·, : ( ,, t, •.:, , ... _.., 01·\,C;J. , .·.":<·1.m'-• d, uut __ UHu v.1.uu .._' 1..,.1.:i.1;; .1.' 

was enroute. Spook:;~also was assisting the MSF. At 2100, the JI.SF burst 
out of their predicament. 

g. On 30 September at 0230, the RF outpost again came under an indir
ect fire attack. The }'.SF, meanwhile secured positions near the camp and 
a bridge across the river. At 0700, both Thuong Due and the t'SF came 
under fire. A resupply mission at 1100 took heavy machine gun fire south 
of the river. Sporadic mortar rounds continued to fall on the camp. The -
enemy, however, appeared to lack anti-aircraft capability, as he contin
ually used recoillers rifles or automatic weapons against aircraft. At 
2000, the RF outpost reported someone frustrated attempting to penetrate 
their wire; he fell victim to a booby trap. 

h. The 1st of October passed quietly until 1430 ·rhen a fe 
mortar rounds were received. The MACV compound r eported machine gun L,. ... ..., 
and a villager reported seeing General Hap. About 1630, the civilians 
tried to evacuate the envirous of the camp, as they were told by the NVA 
that the attack was due. 

i. At 0200 on 2 October B40-41 rockets an:l mortars began falling 
near the camp and the RF outpost reported smoke and machine g.m fire. 
Nothing further occurred, however, except a message monitored at 1000 by 
the MSF. The VC planned to move to Ha Tan. District HQ intercepted an
other message stating that a fresh NVA battalion had replaced another 
decimated by friendly air power. A total of 6 scattered rounds of 82mm 
mortar were were received. Between 2115 an:l 2130, two ARCLIGHTS were 
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placed on hill 200. At 2230, the RF outpost was again under fire; two 
more ARCLIGHTS were conducted. 

j. On 3 October ARCL!~HT missions continued, but the enemy managed 
to hit Thuong Due with a 122mm rocket and some mortar rounds· between 0645 
and 0753, and again between 0945 and 1030. At 1200 a bomb damage assess
ment team encountered the enemy at ZC 125524 and shortly later, a bomb 
run came perilously r.lose to the friendly troops. At 1400, a reaction 
force went out tc- assist the BDA team, and at 1515 both teams successfully 
returned. Sporadic incoming rounds continued through the rest of the day. 
ARCLIGHTS continued to hit the enemy and air assets also worked over the 
NVA. 

k. Action continued on the same level on the 4th. At 1030, District 
HQ again monitored a VC message stating that the enemy leaders were suffer
ing heavy losses. At 1855, hill 52 (a friendly artillery position) came 
under mortar fire, but friendly artillery silenced the enemy mortars. At 
2255, a party of NVA was caught in the open an:i annihilated. 

1. As the 5th of October opened, the NVA were reported crossing the 
river using cattle as concealment. Three mortar rounds at 0705 destroyed 
two machine guns at Thuong Due, but again, air assets spotted and hit the 
mortar. At 2150, an intercepted radio message reported that the last 
airstrike killed a VC major. That would have been an ARCLIGHT conducted 
at 2130 west of the camp. 

m. During the 6tr, sporadic fire was again received, but friendly 
monitoring of the VC radio repeatedly compromised the enemv. The next 
day, as operations went out, the VC ordered ambush tact.tcs to be employed 
against friendly LZ 1s. At 1400, one operation found two bunkers at 
ZC 107574 with a variety of rounds and 200 cases of long range rations. 
At ZC 195561, 25 NVA killed by airstrikes were found. On 8 October, Thuong 
Due received 5 X 82mm rounds. The rest of the day was quiet until 1845 
when 17 rounds of recoillEB 1 and mortar fire were received. The 9th was 
quiet save for villagers reporting a VC District HQ at ZC 195550 an:i an 
NVA battalion deployed in nearby villages. 

n. On 10 October sporadic mortar rounds were received, and Dastrict 
reported a large number c~ VG/NITA in Dai An, at ZC 163544. As of ine 14th 
no more rounds had been received, and the enemy had withdrawn after suffer
ing severe losses. Total losses were 34 friendly and 299 enemy killed in 
action and 127 VC/NVA killed by air. Several PO,v1 s also were taken. 
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o. An allied operation designed to relieve the pressure on Thuong 

Due occurred on Maui Peak. It started after the VC/'NVA attack was un:ier
way and drove the enemy out into the Happy Valley and to the plateau, 
beyond. ARCLIGHTS in those areas, no doubt, further hurt the enemy. If 
the enemy intended to draw the defense away from Da Nang, he succeeded, 
but his best units were smashed in the operation around Thuong Due. The 
enemy had intended to overrun Thuong Due, but massive air support thwarted 
him. Another attemptwas expected once enemy forces recovered. The 9th 
Regiment, 304th NVA Division was reporting moving into the area. 

p. The 38th NVA Regiment was involved in the Thuong Due siege and 
the 577th RockP.t Battalio: gave support. The infantry r egiment was evid
ently incapacitated judging the the new arrival of the 9th NVA Regiment. 

6.-..,. Special Operation 1968. 

a. P1~ject Delta was the only special operation element operating in 
MR.-1. A total of three Project Delta Operations occurred in MR-1, all in 
the Ashau Valley. 

b. Operation Samuarai IV occurred from 3 March to 4 April in the Ashau 
Valley and the region east of the valley. The force s were OPCON to III Y.AF' 
and were tasked by CONUSMACV to locate and.i interdict a suspected supply 
route leading from the Ashau Valley east to Hue. It was an area key to · 
the Tet offensive in Hue. Project Delta's force confirmed the existence 
of a supply route, leading from Route 548 to Route-S47, southwest of Hue. 
One enemy truck convoy was engaged am TAC air, called in to assist the 
ground element; destroyed nine Soviet built trucks. The ground element 
successfully interdicted the road, and hieher headquarters agreed that the 
operation probably spared Hue a second major offensive. Based on intelli
gence acquired by Project Delta forces, the US/ARVN elements in the area 
launched Operation LAh SON/DELA~vARE in ilestern Thua Thien Province, and 
including route 547 and the Ashau Valley. 

c. Operation Samuari V, extending 19 April to 20 }.ay covered much the 
same area, ~ast and southeast of the Ashau Velley. Again Project Delta 
assets were OPCON to III hAF. A total of 42 reconnaissance/search and destroy 
missions were carried out. The enemy was engaged primarily in road construct
ion and trail-network improvement, crop cultivation, transportation of 
supplies, construction of anti-aircraft positions and securing base areas 
and infiltration route~. It had been a VC/WvA safe area. Units encountered 
were not larger than company size. The anti-~ircraft install~tions de~Ot~d
the presence of an important position along the A Vuong River and possiulJ 
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a whole air/defense unit. Three major enemy unit elements were located and 
identified in the area, the 4th NVA Regiment and 4th VC Production Unit and 
the 224th NVA Transportation Battalion. Four major infiltration routes 
were located, the most important one being the Yellow Brick Roao_ftJ~re Road 
Alpha system which channels supplies and troops from Laos to th€"'delta--near 
Da Nang. The road was capable of handling vehicular movement from 3ase 
Area 607 to the A Vuong River. Prisoners were taken during the operation 
and when interrogated, they disclosed the existence of another highway 
extending from Laos into Vietnam and providing the main flow of supplies 
destined for the southeast into the Mai Loe district. TAC air and Delta 
operations also cut this route. Enemy casualties were 25 VC/NVA killed, 
2 wounded and 2 prisoners seized. 

d. The last 1968 operation by Project Delta in MR-1 was Operation 
WARBONNET, occuITing 13 October to 14 November in the An Hoa Area. Once 
again, Delta forces were OPCON to III MAF. Fifteen reconnaissance/surveill
ance operations occurred in the A.O. Evidence was found of heavy use by 
the VC/NVA of the area ~Jnn~ the Song Cai River. Units identified in the 
area included the C-27 Pro<i-.&etion Unit, and the 31st and 38 NVA Regiments. 
The area appeared to be a headquarters complex and also as a base for 
resupply. There were two TT'ajor infiltration routes: Highway 14, of con
cern to Kham Due, A-1O5, and the Song Cai River. Some of thc:~ls 
found were designed for high-speed movement. Results of the operation 
were 22 VC/MVA killed, l wounded and 1 captured. 

_,_ --
7 • ....-.. In smnnary of 1968 was a year of heavy activity in MR-1. The 
NVA forced~the · closure of three camps - Con Thien, Lang Vei and Kham Due. 
Their free access to the Ashau VaUez also enabled them to raise a terr
ible offensive against Hue during Tet. On the positive side, the siege of 
Kham Due cost the enemy heavy losses and at Thuong Due, the enemy attempt 
to overrun the camp was a failure, and the terrible losses inflicted by 
allied. air assets cost the enemy a full regiment. The year marked the first 
use by the NVA of armor when Lang Vei was attacked by armor. This marked 
a step-up of the war tactics an:i compelled a re-evaluation of CIDG camp 
defenses. tfifA/VC road construction implied further possible use of armor, 
and although the last two MR-1 sieges were more atandard, in MR-2 Ben Het 
received an armor attack. The improvised anti tank defense, however, en
abled Ben Het to repel the tanks, an:i it enabled the USASF to capture a 
PT-76 intact, a valuable gain for technical intelligence. The NVA attacks 
also featured the use of heavy artillery in prolonged shellings which was 
noted in MR-2. Overall, the virulence of NVA forces portended another hard 
year of fighting in }ffi-1 for 1969. Incidents of VG infiltration of the CIDG 
continued to be a serious problem for MR-1 camps. The area's Y.ontagnards 
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were much more sympathetic to the NVA/VC than MR-2 Montagnards . Finally, 
Project Delta made valuable contributions towards securing _Htt'.trfrom a 
repetition of the Tet attack through its conti.nult~peration in the Ashau 
Valley and-~ous. 
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IV Company C Operations, 1969 

a. For the ~ar 1969, our sources are somewhat improved for Company 
C. We have a near'1.y complete set of 5th Special Forces Group ORLL's and a 
full set of ~'OMS for 5th Group. From Quang Ngai, we have an after action 
report on the ·camp opening, and from Company,C, a joint directive giving 
procedures for relieving besieged CIDG camps. Another regular source is 
the Company S-2 monthly report, which extenis back to 1969. Finally we 
have a number of after action reports, including one for the siege of 
Tien Phuoc, a month long operation. Included here are the Mobile Strike 
Force Command and Project Delta operational reports. 

b. The S-2 summaries and ORLL-MOCSUMS will serve as the outline for 
this year's summary, for these sources give us a continual month by month 
framework. 

2. ~ Early 1969 and Organizational Considerations. 

a. The general situation was a drop in enemy strength from 127,000 
to 105,000 in the course of November to January. The losses were the re
sult of heavy allied contact in the Winter /Spring Offensive; ani also to 
the withdrawing of selected units for regrouping and retraining. There 
were 2-3 NVA divisions, 17-19 independent regiments and 75-80 maneuver 
battalions operating in MR-1. 

b. There were no serious threats to any CIDG camp. The outcome of the 
Presidential Elections were awaited for a new course in enemy action. How
ever the 3rd NVA Divisio1 moved south to avoid Americal Division operations 
and airstrikes. Thuong Due- continued to receive standoff attacks, as the 
NVA attempted to draw defenders out of Da Nang. Enemy female intelligence 
agents were increasingly noted attempting to penetrate allied instrtllations. 
Group 44 in Base Area 112 was preparing for an offensive in Quar.g Nam 
province. Thuong Due, An Hoa, Da Nang ani Tam Ky were seen as pos,..i'-,lc 
targets of various enemy units, and 1?2 ani 140mm rockets meanaced Thuong 
Due. Operation Meade River kept the 36th and 38th Regiments from Da Nang 
and the 141st Regiment from Thuong Due. 

c. Early 1969 was marked by small unit contacts, which indicated that 
reconnaissance ~ncl intelligence gathering activity. Operation Taylor Common 
disrupted enerry plans to launch a post Chris, mas 0.w.n.~ TTam Offensive. 
January reports i n !ic2.ted economy of force practices uy enerrrJ units preparing 
for a large corps-wide offensive in late February. The cities appeared to 
be key targets. During January only Tien Phuoc and Nong San were active 
in the CIDG area. Operation Taylor CoT11TT1on relieved Thuong Due, and the 
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}:SF 1s Operation Caligula was another severe blow to the 21st NVA Regiment; 
over 300 weapons were seized with little resistance. 

d. Operation Caligula lasted from 10-23 January 1969, and saw six 
}SF companies from Da Nang in action. 'l'he mission was to corrluct search 
and destroy missions south-southwest of Nong Son, A-105, where the 21st 
~TVA Regiment had moved. Numerous trails showing signs of heavy recent use 
were uncovered, and bunkers were located beneath huts. Three separate 
weapons caches were found in a base area and carrying parties were also 
encountered. An NVA platoon was sighted, but it evaded contact and moved 
out. Friendly losses were 2 YSF killed and 4 wounded. Enemy losses where 
14 VC/NVA killed 1 NVA and 1 VC captured. The weapons caches were substan
tial and included an 32mm recoiJ: ss ,..i_fle, plus an assortment of machine 
guns and small arms. 

e. Nong Son Operat ion C-99 extending from 26 December 1968 to 14 
January 1969. Contacts witl .the enemy netted 25 VG and 2 NVA killed and 
4 VC and 1 NVA r. i,ptured. Sevei5al infiltration routes were uncovered and 
3 ,ooo kil:Ogra.r, s of rice and corn were destroyed. Prior to the operation 
the enE,rniy" g~ : ncred the Winter harvest. 

f. .11. ' ien Phuoc COlTlJ. ·: ny sized operation was attacked by an estimated 
- NVA battalion, 24 kilometers west-southwest of Tam Ky. Results were 10 NVA 
slain; 5 CIDG were woun:ied. Another battalion size enenzy- contact~urred 
in January, but no details were given. Intelligence estimated that the ele
ments belonged to the 31st HVA Regi1rent. Agents reported that a diversionary 
attacks were to; be conducted against Tien Phuoc in order to draw reinforcements 
and render Tan Ky City vulnerable. 

g. The new VC Sapper companies were formed in late January in the Da 
Nang area. The enemy also stressed road improvement. There were rumors of 
new weapons, and on the Cun Vietn River, increasing accuracy against ships 
was scored by HPG-2 and RPG-7 ambushes. Along the DNZ, 130 mm 13uns, heli
copters and "airborne lights" were reported. Four fortresses were 15ei-tig 
c~mstructed by the NVA in the eastempart of the D.MZ. These were meant as 
defense against US}JC and ARVN sweeps. By the end of January, the enenzy
was ready for a general offensive. Two di•isions were ready in the DMZ 
and one in Laos. Quang Tri also had the 246th Regiment and three artillery 
regiments as potential attackers. Mai Loe, Nong Son, Thuong Due and Tien 
Phuc were all subject to attack. 

h. Early February was also quiet as allied operations emptied a number 
of caches. Infiltration and preparations for an off ensive continued in the 
first hallf of the m,ntti;- Two new regiments, the 27th and 246th reportedly 
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infiltrated through the DMS. On 22 February, the awaited offensive was 
launched. Mai Loe and Tien Phuoc were two USASF camps which were . hit and 
the major population centers also saw action. 

i. On the 2n:i of May 1969, a joint directive was issued by the Com
man:iing General, III MAF an:i the Commanding General, I CTZ, concerning the 
procedures for defending a besieged 1A1 camp. It was inspired by the Tien 
Phuoc siege and the experiences of tre Lang Vei ar:rl Ham Due seiges. 

1. A lack of coordination between CSF, ¥..SF , RF/PF, ARVN and 
Americal ~te operating in Tien Phuoc's TAOR resultPrl in inefficient 
utilization of available air and artillery forces. Timeiy clearances 
were nearly impossible to obtain. To solve this problem, a Joint/Combined 
Fire Support Coordination Center (FSCC) was established, and representatives 
of Tien Phuoc District and the Americal Divinon were co-located in the 
camp. Political clearances still were a problem. To solve the problem of 
multiple FAG aircraft supporting simultaneous operation and the order of 
priorities of support, one of Company C's FAC's with an M-108 radio control 
jeep was sent to Tien Phuoc and the FSCC passed all requests up to the Co C 
air control team, which passec f:u1lll. judgement. 

2. A combined TOC was established in Tien Phuoc, and was to be 
established at any besieged camp. All concerned units were represented in 
the joint TOG. All district forces were placed under VNSF command for the 
duration of any siege. The FSCC was also to be part of the TOC. Maps on 
all current operations were to be posted in the TOG. Each operating unit 
in the A.O. was represented in the ~sec, and the district chief sent in a 
representative with power to grant ~olitical clearance also. Finally, the 
channels for air clearances became unit thru FSCC thru normal channels to 
I CTZ G-3 Air. The only change in the final draft was that in a CIDG 
camp which was reinforced, USASF, VNSF, CIBG ar:rl RF/PF troops became OPCON 
to the reinforcing unit. 

j. On 31 January 1969, Gia Vue was converted to a V~'ISF camp, and the 
USASF advisors were withdrawn. For the rest of the year the camp operated 
smoothly, with no problems. This represented tre first CIDG camp converted 
in MR-1, but it paralle"lM--.conversions in MR-2 . 

3 • _...., Siege of Tien Phuoc, 23 February-24Narch 1969. 

a. Tien Phouc was located at BT 10510 14175. The NVA started move
ment into the A.O. of Tien Phuc about 9 January; they moved in from the 
Chau Valley area, AT 99 11. The units moved to positions west, south, south-
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west and east of the camp. In the southeast, the NVA linked up with the 
74th L. F. VC Battalion. On 11 January, the whole 31st NVA Regiment moved 
out of the rice bowl and towards Tien Phuoc. Contact was continued in the 
area as the enemy was kept under surveillance. The weather was clear with 
early morning ground fog. The populace was very favorable to the GVN arrl 
USASF. In Hau Due District, the san:e attitudes prevailed. The people helped 
friendly forces dti?"ing, before ani after the siege. They provided much val
~~1,le intelligence, often at grav~ risk to their person,.al safety. There was 
no· evidence of internal infiltration or sabotage. -. 

b • Villagers, the RF and agents all reported that NVA uni ts had moved 
in close to the camp and begun digging positions. They later placed camouf:age 

- on the positions. Several villages were oV"ePrun, but the NVA had to 
guard the villagers to keep them from informing the friendly forces. Many 
were slain attempting to leave their hamlets. The camp defense was excellent; 
eleven alerts had been called in the four days prior to the attack. Intell
igence reports constant~nitored the situat ion. The physical defense was 
also excellent. There were 571 CIDG present on the day of the attack. There 
were a total of 8 X 155mm tubes in camp, 2 x 175nrrn guns at LZ Rq~s ( JT 0271u2), 
6 X 105mm 1s at LZ east (BT 131203), 6 X 105's on LZ Prof eRs: on~ (BT 174076), 
and 3 X 155 1 s on LZ west (AT 989251). The camp also had 4.2 inch mortars, 
81mm mortars, 60mm mortars, 57 an::l 90mm recoill<ss rifles. 

c. On 21 February 1969, 3 USAF and a USMC representative visited A-102 
to discuss TAC air-support. Each team member was briefed on Beacon bombing 
which was used at Tien Phuoc. Ten Sky Spots and Sniffer/Red Hage missions 
also were conducted. Further, aerial reconnaissance reacted to all intell
igence reports. Morale was good, the CI DG were aggressive, and the VNSF 
commander was good. 

--dt<t At 0200 on 23 February the camp came un:ier mortar and rocket fire, 
ani of ~'245, the outposts south of camp also came under attack. The enemy 
meanwhile moved into entrenched positions near the camp. At 0310, Spooky 
arrived, but he was compelled to leave due to ground fog around 0400. At 
0510, the outpost at BT 102134 was reported overrun and systematically dest-

. ·. royed by artillery. Half an hour later the main camp came under ground 
assault ::>.nri Spooky ani FAG once more hurried to aid the camp. The assault 
was beaten back at 0550. Sappers tried the camp defenses next, with equal 
futility. At 1100 on the 23rd CPT Wilkins was notifed that the Commanding 
General, I CTZ had requested aid, however, the camp turned down the request. 
The joint TOC was the main target of the enemy assaultt as it was the nerve 
center under a new arrangement. Another assault materialized against the 
camp's runway. At 1315, a barrage of mortar and rocket fire hit t he camp. 
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At 1445, an l1BF element was requS:Sted am an airstrike was called on the 
122m rocket position. The r~c.kets continued intermittenly until 1730 
hours. At 1815, an aircraft armed with radar beacon arrived and prepared 
to work over the enemy. That evening the cloud cover descended too low 
for Spooky to be of use, but no ground assault m1terialized in the -eat4-y 
evening. The beacon freq-.tencies were checked a,.,d at 2020 LTC Albright 
notified A-102 that the bc,mbing would occur. Skyspot runs also were pre
pared, and the first one Has run at 2215. The CIDG had tried offensive 
operations all day, but i0tense enemy pressure kept the troops near the 
camp. Another probe of the main camp came at 2220, but it was easily 
pushed back. 

e. On 24 February, the same RF outpost overrun the previous night, 
fell again, (a daytime friendly counterattack had freed it). Twc. ~er 
outposts were in contact, one of them surrounded. Neanwhile, the air 
assets continued to hammer the enemy. At 0535, Tien Phuoc again sus
tained a rocket and mortar attack. At- the southwest part of the peri
meter, the NVA unsuccessfully tried to break the wire. As of 06oo, the 
rockets and mortars continued to fall on the camp. 11Shadow11 48 arrived, 
but a low ceiling kept him at bay. The CIDG commander, meanwhile, put 
up a fine fight, as did the VlTSF officers. In one operaticn, the VNSF 
C. O. accompanied the troops and personally assaulted three machine gun 
bunkers, killing 10-15 NVA; though wounded in the lee, he continued 
until the enemy position fell. The operations arrived at enemy rocket 
positions, and counter-mortar radar was employed. The enemy was success
fully pushed back and by 1130 on the 24th, the enemy was 1-1½ kilometers 
from the camp. An A-102 company was hunting down the NVA and the enemy 
was busy evading. At 1150, some small arms fire was received at the TOC 
and a DZ where supplies had been dropped. The CRP rallied forth to deal 
with the enemy who had fired. Two YSF companies were ordered to Tien 
Phuoc at 1330. 1-'eanwhile a bombing run at BT 105132 destroyed four bunk
ers am yielded three large secondary blasts; a BDA team observed 25 
lTVA dead in the area. At 1500, an NVA company was assaulted at BT 
119131. The NVA were dug in, but 14 NVA were slain. At 17 35, the HSF 
companies arrived at Tien Phuoc; the enemy rocketed the village near camp 
about 20 minutes later. The enemy was pressured and unable to mount any 
major action against Tien Phuoc, but the NVA attacked Phuoc Tay; an RF 
unit was present, however, and the NVA were stalled. }iACV requested 2 
CIDG companies to reinforce the District Headquarters. The request was 
refused, as the HQ was not under siege. Phuoc Hy continued to hold as 
the RF put up a stout defense. 
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f. At 0455, the District headquarters was mortared, and at 0650, 

122mm rockets were reported falling outside Tien Phuoc. Ten minutes later 
15 rockets fell in the camp, but 7 proved duds. The 25th damned with 
poor weather , and A-102 requested additional air support. Supplies were 
delivered in the morning, but at 0940, a C-123 took a 57mm hit on the 
runway, and the airstrip was temporarily closed. About noon more 122mm 
rockets fell on the camp. At 1600, another MSF company arrived from 
Thuong Due. By late on the 25th, the airstrip was once more open for 
traffic. At 2030 on the 25th, Mai Loe reported a mortar attack. 

g. By the 25th, the enemy began to draw back as the air assets took 
increasingly severe tolls and the CIOO operations pushed the N1A farther 
from the camp. The camp considered the support received as outstanding, 
and the results justify the evaluation. The MSF also promptly arrived 
and assisted in the reaction, and the USASF arrl VNSF also did a fine job 
of carrying the offensive to the enemy. 

h. The CIDG took up the chase once the enemy started to withdraw. 
The enemy left stay behind units to stall the pursuers. Airstrikes and 
artillery fire cost the enemy dearly as many unit concentrations and 
command posts were hit. TAC Air and artillery also chased the enemy and 
at BT 151161, 152 NVA were found in shallow graves, all victims of air 
activity. Results of the siege were as follows; 

KIA 
WIA 
MIA 
CIA 

CIDG 
32 
67 
1 
0 

V!IJSF 
0 
3 

~ -

0 

USASF 
1 

12 
0 
0 

MSF 
22 
69 

0 
0 

ARVN 
1 

13 
0 
0 

USN 
0 
1 
0 
0 

US(ARTY) 
1 
9 
0 
0 

'· ' 

ANERICAL 
68 

359 
0 
0 

CIV 
30 
60 

0 
20 

Duiage to the camp was medium-heavy, with eight structures demolished; 
all above ground buildings were hit by fragments. The NVA also captured 
an MSF 501. The enemy lost a total of 653 NV/NVA killed. The CIDG were ,. 
credited with 105 kills. The largest weapons capture was 200 RPD 5 1s. 

i. Coordination was the chief problem and it has already been dealt 
with under defense of CIDG camps. The troops all fought.magnificently, 
and the NVA were beaten back with heavy losses. 

j. Tien Phuc was but one part of the enemy's program; camps Mai Loe 
and Ha Thanh and the population centers all received harassing indirect 
fire attacks or urobes . The allied reaction besides the Tien Phuoc oper
ations iuTolved .Operation Dewey Canyon by the USMC, condu~ ¥1 the Ashau 
Valley. -· · 
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k. The enemy offensive overflowed into March; Mai Loe agents reported 

continuing infiltration by the 320th NVA Division into Quang Tri Province, 
and to ease the infiltration effort Mai Loe and other installations along 
Route 9 received attacks by fire as the NVA tried to limit the activity 
of the CIDG. Thuong Due also reported continuing enemy movement around 
its A.O. Buildups also occurred alonr the eastern edges of the Ha Thanh, 
Minh Long and Ba To TAOR1s. No attccks materialized, but the 3rd NVA 
Di vision remained a permanent threat -c,o all Quang Ngoi province installa
tions. The executive officer of the 141st NVA Regiments was captured, 
and during interrogation he revealed that his unit possessed armored 
personnel carriers (APC) of Soviet type, BTR-50 and also 122mm Soviet 
field artillery pieces. A member of a transportation battalion subordi
nate to the 325C UYA Divis~n reported that his division was preparing 
to infiltrate across the DMZ. 

1. A series of sweep operations in Quang Tri province was initiated 
when a Mai Loe operation ci3covered a cache with segments of Soviet SA-2 
guided missiles 7 km south .. est of the camp. The continuing operations 
discovered more sizeable caches of Soviet arrl Chinese Communist equipment 
in western Quang Tri Province. 

4. ~ Post 1969 Tet Activity, Jfil-1. 

a. The Winter-Spring Offensive drew to a close in early April as 
the level of activity sharply .fell o.ff throughout ER-1. The construction 
er Hayee .Road which exterrls from Laos through Quang Nam Province, was 
resumed, and at the rate of progress exhibited, it would reach Kham Due 
by early May. This would allow its employment for a new offensive geared 
to Ho Chi Ydnh's birthday, 19 May. The loss of large caches, however, 
significantly hurt enemy efforts. 

b. The largest contacts of the April period occurred when two 
companies of the 1st }'.SFC on 9-10 April, contacted cleiii~nte of the 141st 
or 21s t NVA Regiment near Thuong Due. Two encounte 1~~- ri th troops and a 
cache find were the principal activity; 4 NVA were slai n but.,.,.moderate 
size· c,.qhe was seized. 

c. On 27 April a CSF operation from Nong Son, A-105 was ambushed 
by 2 NVA companies, believed to be from the 90th NVA Regiment. Results 
were 1 USASF and 2 ¥.SF killed and 2 }:SF missing. Enemy casual ties were 
unkn01>11. 

d. In the area of technical inte~ligence, 01)eration Dewey Canyon 
captured 12 X 122mm Soviet field pieces and the ext r eme accuracy of 
RPG-2 and RPG- 7 shellings of allied installati ons alerted friendly .forces 
to the possible presence of infrared devices possessed by the NVA. A 
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March photo mission readout revealed two Soviet built Chinook-type 
helicopters just across the border, north of the Ashau Valley. 

5. ,.a.-Mid 1969, MR-1. 

a. In early May enemy strength in MR-1 was estimated at 90-94,000 
personnel. Contacts were of a small scale with sporadic bursts of more 
rapid action. The first half of May was a rise in activity, but after 
the 15th events returned to a lower level. 

b. Tien Phuoc, A-102, was the focal point of May activity. On the 
12th, three separate indirect fire attacks were received, with a total of 
56 X 122mm, 82mm, 75mm and chemical r ounds received. Casualties and dam
age were light, however. Two days later an RF outpost about l,50C meters 
north of the camp was attacked and overrun. Later the same day, C~f 
from A-102, counterattacked and recaptured the outpost. The eneycy were 
evicted, losing 20 NVA killed and ass orted allied ttear r eca""Jt.,,t'<'rl. C':r the 
14th, a MACV advisory team found 30 NVA killed about 2 km norta·or Tim 
Phuoc. The kills were credited to air strikes conducted on 13 May-. Fino.l].J, 
on 1 June, a CSF operation engaged 11 VC/NVA six km southeast of Tien Phuoc, 
and all the enemy troops were slain. A 7.62mm AA machine gun and assorted 
documents were among the equipment captured. 

c. In late May, the 90th NVA Regiment put in an appearance east of 
Thuong Due and the 31st NVA Regiment also was active on the northeast 
boundary of the camp A.O. 

d. June dawned as a considerably quieter month than May. Tien 
Phuoc once again was quiet and an enem, j.ocument captured on 13 Ju.pc re
vealed a severe shortage of food for the VC/1;vA in Quanc Nam Pr ovince . 
The 2rrl NVA Division was compelled to relocate to Quang Tin Province as 
famine threatened. On 17 June, a POW was captured near Tra Bong.-~...._ 

-,;._:.~e.longed. to the 80th Battalion, 21st Regiment, 2nd NVA Division. He 
stated that only two battalions were operating in Tra Bong 's TAOR. Allied 

, cache seizures continued to compel the enemy to concentrate on resupply 
· activity. 

e. July also was quiet, and all contacts were of small scale. Most 
contacts were with moving enemy units . Regiment al size unit s proceeded to 
Quang Tin Province from Quang Ngoi, indicating a possible shift of emphasis 
to Quang Tin. It was felt that the enGmy was gearing for a new offensive 
for late summer. The cities and Tien Phuoc SF camp were the most likely 
targets. 
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f. The NVA employed a chemical agent at Tien Phuoc on 12 May and a 

captured document also mentionned a CS gas mine which was supposed to . 
be lethal to animal an:i destructive to crop life. An 82mm rourrl with a 
chemical delay fuse was also discovered when a child turned it in to Tien 
Phuoc. 

g. Project Delta returned to MR-1 in late !-'arch with Operation 1-69 
(Cass Park), 29 March to 25 April, in the A Vuong River Valley. The farce 
was OPCON to the 101st Airborne Division, an:i the FOB was established at 
Phu Bai. A total of 24 missions were conducted, and SNIFFER (airborne 
personnel detectors) were used to locate enemy units. The enemy avoided 
contact, save for small allied units. An extensive trail system with 
telephone wire links was located in the A Vuong Valley. Total enemy 
casualties were 36 killed and 1 captured. The largest equipment finds 
were ll X 140mm rocket launchers and a 122mm rocket mortar and fire assem
bly. 

h. Operation 2-69 (Cass Park II), 10 June to 2 July, followed in the 
area southwest of An Hoa. This operation was OPCON to the Commanding Gen
eral of MR-1. Again the target was location and destruction of enemy 
forces, caches and lines of cormnunication. A total of 33 missions were 
conducted. The enemy was found to make heavy use of the area and 11 con
tacts were made, the largest of company size. One 12.7mm AA was observed. 
Water buffalo were used to pull it. The battalion size units were identi
fied and several occupied base areas or supply points were also located. 
Four infiltration routes were also uncovered, and TAC air conducted inter
diction missions against them. Enemy losses were 30 VC/NVA killed and 1 
PON captured; 45 kilos of rice also were seized. As a result of intelli
gences acquired, large scale operations planned f or the area were diverted 
to more lucrative regions. 

i. Operational Plan 1-69 called for a reduction in force of CIDG 
and USASF forces, but }'.R-1 was not affected and still possessed 9 1A1 

camps 1 1B1 and 1 'C' detachn'ent and a 3 company NSF force. MR-1 was 
scheduled to receive six additional 105mm howitzers, and all the camps 
were still busy trying to achieve full CIDG TC&E authorizations. 

j. Nong Son obtained information on one of its CI DG who proved to be 
a VC; he, in turn named two others, who when apprehended confessed and 
named still three more members. All these VC were able to penetrate the 
CIDG because District was lax in checking security backgrounds. 

k. On 13 June 1969, 5th Special Forces Group was awarded the Presi
dential Unit Citation for service ren:iered 1 November - 31 January 1968 
in Vietnam. Company C was one of the participating units receiving the 
award. 
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1. The Company C ~~F~i.O~nd also conducted sev~ral operation in 

mid 1969. One operation was nanted Caligula.II, and it occurred 19-27 June 
1969 in the area of operations of the 3rd Nva D1vision headquarters, in 
Ba To 1s TAOn. The nature of enemy units sighted were isolated sniper VC 
and worker groups. The VC reacted with mortars and small arms fire. There 
were no friendly losses a~~ enemy lost J VC/NVA killed and 1 captured. 

m. Another ~SF operation, C-41-B occurred 21-26 August 1969, but it 
made negative enemy contacts. Operation Rainbow II occurred 4-10 August 
in the southwest part of Ha Thanh's A. o. The im:ta:)diate objective was 
retrieving of a downed aircraft, but a superior enurwJ force was encountered 
and the MSF and CIDG had to withdraw. No significant results were obtained. 

6 . ..._ Late 1969 in MR-1. 

a. August also opened as · a quiet month in I.ffi.-1; the enemy was still 
occupied with regrouping. Unit movement was the principal type of activity 
monitored. From 12-19 August in Tra Bong A-107 1 s area, the 21st NVA 
Regiment attempted to encircle the camp, but aggressive CIDG and allied 
operations inflicted heavy losses on the enemy and thwarted the attack. 
The enemy did succeed, however in harassing the camp an:l other nearby 
installations with indirect fire attacks. The enemy sought to draw out 
friendly reinforcements and ambush them, but the bait wasn't taken and the 
enemy had to withdraw to his base area. Camp Thuong Due was also once 
again menaced by elements of the 141st NVA Regiment and Group 44 units. 
In late August, the Jrd NVA Division moved into the Song Re Valley, 
west of Minh Long, A-108. Meanwhile in the Que Son Valley - Hiep Due 
area, USNC and Americal units tangled with the 1st VC Main Force and Jlst 
NVA Regiments, 2nd NVA Division. The enemy lost an estimated 1,000 dead 
and the 1st Regiment was completely crippled and scurried off to Quang 
Nam Province to refit. The enemy was forced to resort to economy of force 
tactics and increasingly employ sapper tactics. A captured document de
signated the Jlst, 36th, 90th and 141st NVA Regiments for Sapper training. 
They were then scheduled for reorganization into Sapper units. Raids, 
ambushes, surprise and diversionary tactics were all stressed, denoting 
a fa~lure of the enemy's grand offensive strategy. 

b. September opened up with a rapid buildup in Ba To 1s area. The 
22nd NVA and 2nd VC Main Force Regiments and 9th NVA Sapper Battalion 
concentrated about the camp. Attack indicators rose, but the siege 
never materialized, and during October, the activity fell off again. 
The 368th NVA Artillery Regiment was disbanded and the 3rd US}'C Di vision 
departed from Quang Tri Province. The NVA regiment was reapportioned 
among 44th Group units. Several new units, however, appeared, and a 
Quang Tri offensive seemed imminent. Relations between the VC and NVA 
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were strained and one POW even reported fights between VC/NVA personnel. 
The 141st Regiment was revealed as having a critical shortage of food 
and a high incidence of ~alaria. Project Delta sighted unidentified 
lffi-1 type helicopters flying back to Laos in northwest Quang Tri Prov
ince. Four sizeable contacts were made during September and October: 

1. On 14 September a Tien Phuoc operation killed 21 NVA and 
captured numerous crew served weapons, suffering only 1 CIDG wounded. 

2. On the 27th, Ha Thanh slew 10 NVA in a contact, but suffered 
no CIDG casualties. 

J. A Tien Phuoc operation on J October, contacted a large NVA 
force and after extended fighting, artillery and air assets were directed 
against the enemy, killing JO NVA. 

4. F~nally on 25 October, the MSF captured a sizeable enemy 
cache. The weapons seized included 1 X 82mm mortar with 60 roun:is, 10 X 
B-40 rockets, 500 lbs of TNT and assorted other equipment. The operation 
otcurred in Tien Phuoc's A.O. 

c. Dated 5 October 1969 is the after action report on the opening of 
Detac~pt B-11 at Chu Lai. The decision to open a ne·~, 'B' detachment in 
MR-1 was arrived at in }";ay of 1969. It was to command and control the 
5 southern 'A' detachments of l1R-l, and also would serve to conduct liaison 
with the Americal Division headquarters, also located in Chu Lai. On 21 
June 1969, a meeting occurred with Americal representatives. It was decided: 

1. To move detachment B-22 from Qui Nham to Chu Lai and re
designate it as B-11. 

2. Detachment B-11 would be located within the Americal de
fensive perimeter, but no dependents would be allowed to reside within 
the perirrr-ter. 

J. The camp would become operational on 1 August 1969. 

4. Construction was in four phases, with Vietnamese civilians 
olJtaining a contract for the first phase. Both Nha Trang and Da Nang 
provided construction supplies to speed the building of the camp. The 
camp had friendly units on three sides and its fourth, western side was 
defended by CIDG troops. A dependent area was located outside the camp 
with marshy zones on three of its four sides. There were no provisions 
for civic action/PSYOPS activities, since Americal agencies already took 
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care of the one villar,e in the area. Assisting units in the construction 
were the 39th and 26th Engineer Ballation (Army) and the 9th US~C Engineers 
supplied earth-moving machinery. 

d, Operation Green Guard was another in the series of rice harvest 
operations which started in 1968. The participating elements were Co B, 
4th/3rd Infantry, and one company each from Ha Thanh, Ba To and Minh Long, 
.and the operation lasted from 4 to 9 October, 1969. The areas harvested 
were the Song Ne, Suoi Gia Thuy and Suoi La River valleys, about 7 km 
northwest of Ba To. The area was an enemy food producing zone, and the 
Q 20 and Q 219 VC elements were the permanent occupanta. CIDG units wcre
air-lifted into the area and secured the key terrain. The 6th of October 
was devoted to saturation patrols, ambushes and reconnaissance. The 
harvest corranenced on 7 October with Co B, 4/3rd .;1-..ents providing security. 
The rice was packed and extracted by CH-47 to Ba Too Civilian farmers, RF 
and CIDG conducted the harvest. The 8th and 9th of October, no harvest 
occured because inclement weather prevented CH-47's from extracting the 
harvest. The operation terminated on 10 October and was a great success. 
11 VC/NVA were killed, 2½-3 tons of rice were harvested and 2,lOOil lbs of 
cached rice was destroyed; 5 pounds of documents and 200 pounds 01· buffalo 
meat also were captured or destroyed~ The cooperaticn of all concerned 
in the operation was outstarrling. A substantial crop was denied to the 
VC/NVA, who were already plaGued by food shortages, and Ba To village 
gained a substantial food store at only the cost of the labor expended. 

e. November saw a moderate level of VC/NVA activity. Late in the 
period, in January 1970, the 3rd NVA Division departed Quang Ngoi Province· 
for MR-2, Binh Dinh Province. North of } ai Loe in Qua.ne Tri Province, 
numerous contacts occurred. The 27th, 31st and 9th NVA Regiments, 304th 
NVA Division~-were involved. Aerial photographs revealed the location of 
T-34/85 tanks, PT-76 tanks arrl 2 X 122mm guns north of the D!-JZ. l•,ai Loe, 
despite all the activity, was not threatened by the enemy. In Quang Nam, 
the enemy was entirely concerned with food prcduction, as allied units 
continued to seize multi tons rice caches. Tien Phuoc CIDG also destroyed 
rice caches in their A. o. and tangled with small security units . The 
same operation seized a large medical cache. On the 15th, an airstrike 
directed against VC in bunkers resulted in 24 VC KBA. On the 16th, ¥.d.nh 
Long, A-108 was mortared, but counterfire killed 10 VC. The same .day 
a VC element initiated contact with a Ha Tham operation. Gunship's'---eame 
to aid the CIDG an:i 3 bunkers were destroyed and 30 VC slain. The 
Friendly force also captured 3 X 6omm mortars, l X 82mm mortar , 11 X 140mm 
rockets and 5 X B40 rockets. The final tally of the operation was 55 
~nemy slain and the enemy was the 120th Local Force Battalion. The level 
c,f enemy a,;tivity after the contact near Ha Thanh fell sharply. 
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f. During December, the level of activity was low. Foul weather 
hindered efforts to launch activity for both sides. The 246th and 31st 
J\J'VA Regiments were reported near .Fai Loe. In Quang Nam Province the enemy 
was reduced to food searches. On 21 December the l-SF' operating near Heng, 
Son, A-105, discovered a large weapons cache which yielded 17 weapons and 
4,000 pounds of rice. The l·SF also contacted 1st VC }ain Force Rcr,iment 
security eler.ents. The D-130 Transportation Battalion was ferrying the 
food in the caches captured to the units in front #4. Captured documents 
also revealed the 490th Sapper Battalion in the area. A POw captured 
near Quang Ngoi city reported that the 21st NVA Regiment moved from the 
Tra Bong to the Song Re Valley near Minh Long. Thus the year 1969 drew 
to a relatively quiet close. 

7. .... Summary, 1969. 

a. In November 1968, there were 49,000 combat enemy troops in MR-1 
and 78,000 support per~onnel. By the close of December, 24,000 combat 
personnel and 3,000 support personnel remained. Thus the enemy strength 
shunk by 50% in combat strength. The VC/NVA started the year with a 
broad offensive, of which the Tien Phuoc campaign was a part. In mid-
year, the enemy changed from offensive to sapper tactics and began econ
omizing his forces. Allied operations smashed a f~ll regiment in the 
Que Son, Hip Due area, and when an NVA element attempted encirclement of 
Tra Bong, it was sevcrly battered. }'eanwhile in September began a series 
of cache finds that rendered Quang Nam enemy forces combat ineffective and 
drove the VC/lJVA grubbing for food. The Green Gund rice harvest was another 
staggering blow to enemy logistics and the YSF emptied some large weapons 
caches. The 31st N VA Regiment was compelled to redeploy to .MR.-2, and 
finally in November, the VC around Minh Thanh received a severe setback 
in a CIDG operation, The net results of the year mark a definite upturn 
in allied fortunes. It might be said, the initiative passed from a con
tested status in 1968 to the allied side as 1969 unfolded. However, it 
required extensive joint Americal, Yarine and CIDG efforts to achieve 
these gains. The enemy in }R-1 was on the defensive, but he was far from 
subdued. 
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• ' • 1-V The Final Year and Closeout 

1. (U) Introduction 

Our records for 1970 remain on about the same level of quality as 
those of 1969. The NOCSU}.S are again absent, but the S-2 files and Gr oup 
ORLL's give a good picture nonetheless. After action reports r emain f or 
most camps, the best one being for A-101, l '.ai Loe and its sei ge. The year 
was not as quiet as for JviR-2. The enemy still had substantial capabil ity 
and he used it against the CIDG canps. Some of the camps were active 
right to the day of conversion. Company C was the first of t he four com
panies to complete conversion; all operations were finished on 15 November 
1970. 

2. ~ Early 1970; Tet. 

a. In January, enemy activity continued at low levels. Only small 
sea.le operations occurred in southern MR-1, and the 1st rSFC partici pated 
in the operations in the area. Intelligence reported that a possible 
offensive was intended against the cities and population centers. Around 
Mai Loe, A-101, contact continued with elements of a unit suspected to be 
the 27th lrJA Regiment. In Quang Nam Province only small unit contacts 
occurred, but coordinated attacks were expected in a Tet off ensive by 
elements of the 31st, 36th, 90th and 141st NVA Regiments. Nong Son in
tellib'llece reported a base area nearby with a hospital, confinement ca~p 
and indoctrination camp. Finally, in Quang Tien province the enemy s till 
was weak from the allied oper•tions of late 1969. 

b. Some new enemy weapons were reported. On 23 November, t hree KVA 
},'OH-5 fixed directional mines -,,ere found, and an anti-helicopter grenade 
with a wide bursting radius also was reported. 

c. In individual contacts, an operation from Tien Phuoc, A-102, dis
covered a cache contaitj.ng 17 11eapons and 4,ooo pounds of rice. The enemy 
put up no resistance. Ha Thanh, A-104, sent out an operation on 15 January 
which made contact ,-nth an unknown size enemy force in dug in positi ons. 
Air support was requested and the CIBG fought very aggr essively. f; VG were 
killed and 69 killed by air, and 5 bunkers were also destroyed . Friendly 
losses were only 1 CIBG wounded. 

d. Between 21 October 1969 and 20 January 1970, the intel l i gence 
section at Chu Lai, B-11, became operational and information began comi ng 
in. The knowledge of the southern camp TAOR 1s was substantially improved . 
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e. A 1st 1-SE'C operation planned nortL:1es t of Thuong Due had to be 
cancelled due to foul weather~ The .iinter moonsoon prevented aircraft 
from shuttling the troops to their A.O. 

f. On 11 January 1970, B-16, A-161, 162 ar:rl 163 USASF advisors were 
withdrawn; a small contingent of USASF remained to aid the MSF in logist
ical operations. This deactivation was part of the planned conver sion of 
the ¥SF, scheduled for completion on 30 June 1971. The VNSF assUI'Jed oper
ational control of the YSFC. 

h. Contacts with enemy forces continued into February and on t he 15th 
south of Hoi An City, the ARVN Rangers contacted a large enemy unit, killing 
160 VC/NVA :~e enemy uni ts were the T-89th VC !•.ain Force and the 25th 
VC Local Force Battalions . On the 1st of February, 10 km northeast of 
Nong Son, personnel on operation experienced the symptoms of CS gas. It 
was the- first enemy use of gas in this area. A hoi chanh ',o the 2nd 
AnVN Division revealed the existence of a hospital operated by the 2nd 
:HVA Division 17 kilometers southwest of Tien Phuoc. Reacting to the report, 
ARVN elements found a 200 bed hospital two kilometers frorri where the l'oi 
chanh stated it was. Hear Ha Thanh, A:-l•.11,J units captured a 61 ton rice 
cache, probable a supply point for the 21st/2nd N1A Division. 

i. Sizeable contacts included a CIDG operation out of Tien Phuoc 
which on 10 February observed a VC company engaged in a river crossing . 
The CIDG called artillery onto the foe and slew 30 'IC and also destroyed 
a 60mm mortar. Six days later, a company size operation, again from Tien 
Phuoc, engaged 60- 80 VC/t,TT/A air tunnels, called in artillery and killed 
9 enemy troops. Two more Tien Phuoc operations netted 400 kilos of rice 
and 1~ YC/NVA killed. 

j. !-:arch also opened with moderate enemy activity, but some'-1hat 
quieter than February. In Quang Tri Province, the 812 }PTA Regiment, 324B 
NVA Division arrl 27th Regiment, B-5 front were identified. The 812t h wafl 
a newly infiltrated regiment, arriving from North Vietnam in November 1969. 
The 27th Regiment was identified in a contact by ARVU troops 9 kilometers 
northwest of 1'iai Loe, where 3 PO v' s were seized. The prisoners revealed 
that all three of the regiment's battalions were in the area. This was one 
of the early indications of a buildup around l•ai Loe. Tien Phuoc found 
another hospital in its A. 0. on 12 !,arch. A guarding force was contacted 
and 21 VC/NVA ,,ere killed and 9 captured. Ba To executed a raid on ~n 
enemy base area at BS 453374 and destroyed eight structures. 

k. In operations, }inh Long troops seized a cache ,-,ith 4,ooo lbs of 
rice on 2 March. An enemy force contacted the CIDG company and a firefight 
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ensued. 5 VC were killed and 1 was captured; 1 CIDG was killed and 2 
wounded. The cache also yielded 300 pounds of salt and 200 pounds of 
clothing. On the 6th, a Tien Phuoc COTT!pa.ny ambushed two NVA conpanies, 
killing 8 NVA by airstrikes and 5 in action. Six days later, Tien Phuoc 
CIDG as~aulted an tTVA base camp. Results were 21 N7A killed, 9 captured 
and 150 kilos of rice seized. From these encounters, it is clear that 
the CIDG were growing more aggressive, and results were more enemy casual
ties. 

J. ~ The Siege of ll.a.i Loe. 

a. The 10 April attack on :Mai Loe was more in the nature of a raid. 
The Sappers involved, according to a POif, intended to kill off the USASF 
in camp, and the pattern of attack confirms this. Members of the 6th Co., 
33rd Sapper Battalion were the main force. The troops were fr<shly infil
trated and were trained intensely for two years, and also had high politi 
cal mctiva.tion. Other units present were the 24th/9th Battalion (Sapper) 
and the 66th/304 th NVA Division. The.latter 1L1it was absent from Vietnam 
since the overrunning of Long Vei. Significantly, the infantry unit was 
subordinate to the sappers. It was, clearly a commando raid. 

· ..jr.- - J:t also was revealed that one QTfiET, secretary of the Cam Lo 
Dbtrict Committee had requested the NVA to make the raid. 

c. From the PO\P s it was learned that late on the 9th of April, a 
sapper squad started moving through the N. E. corner perimeter wire, while 
another squad penetrated the south wire. The sappers moved very slowly 
with great caution; complete surprise was a key element in the raid. How
ever, shortly after midnight, the sappers in the south wire were detected 
and the CIDG poured .fire on them. The defenders were unaware of the pre
sence of sappers; only noise had been heard. The NVA sustained several 
wounded, but as firing commenced, they froze. After 20-30 minutes, the 
camp returned to normal alert status and the sappers resumed movement. By 
0215, 5-7 sappers were in the inner perimeter, two actually past it. 
The main attack force placed B-40 and bangalore charees in the western 
wire, and some charges were set up next to the 2nd and 3rd wire strands. 
Soviet R-126 radios were used to maintain contact. At 0220 the command 
to attack came. B-401 s and 60mm mortars opened fire an::l. the sappers inside 
the wire started tossing satchel charges into USASF and VNSF quarters, 
and other sappers in the CIDG areas also hit the quarters. This was the 
second indication that the camp was under attack. The artillery was also 
aimed,a.t places where USASF personnel were known to be. Three bunkers 
positions were levelled and the rear of the teamhousc was hit in an effort 
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to kill the radio operator. By 0305- 0310 sappers controlled the inner 
perimeter and 15-20 came in via the west gate. The VNSF TOG now carr.e under 
attack as the USASF reassembled there; an explosion blew out the power in 
the TOG. On the west .perimeter, the B-40's were blown and sappers and in
fantry stormed the camp. Some of the enemy stayed beyond the outer ~ire 
to draw fire. The enemy, however failed to follow up his advantage. The 
sappers concentrated on the VNSF TOG and let most crew served weapons escape 
unharmed. Evidently reinforcements were awaited. However, the radio operator 
(NVA) was killed during the initial raid, and the enemy in the carr_ merely 
held the friendly troops pinned; 9-10 CIDG were captured, bound and executed. 
Suddenly at 0430, 3/5th Yechanized Division tanks were sighted circling 
the camp. The sappers upon sighting them, turned and fled south/southwest. 
The attack was over. 

d. The NVA raid was well executed and very successful; 55% of the 
camp levelled, but the enemy failed to kill the USASF or knock out the 
heavy weapons. The USASF radio operator was able to notify the 3/5 about 
the attack before losing power, and with an AR/PRC-25 he also directed 
the tanks into the can;,. 

e. An alert went out to the }.SF and a 150 man element was dispatche:i 
at 06oo. At 1755, after one unsuccessful attempt, the }1SF closed i n on 
the camp. 

f. Casualties were 1 USASF, 4 Engineers (US) and 1 Duster crewman 
(US) killed, 13 American wounded, 2 VNSF wounded, 22 CIDG killed, 16 
wounded and 7 missing. The !NA lost 17 killed. 

g. The acting C. 0. of Co. C immediately flew to }~i Loe to evaluate 
the camp 's status. He remained until 1500, 11 April. Reconstruction 
of the carr:p started at once. 

h. Tall grass permitted the sappers to aopioach the wire without 
detection . The S-2 noted that Yai Loe had reportedly requested herbicic.le:i 
but never had received them. Following the attack, diesel plus gas was 
used to burn out the grass. This was dangerous ho•,rever, as it 1-1as liable 
to set off claymores and unexploded grenades. The camp failed t o check 
the perimeter after the alert at 2400. The sappers remained in position 
and simply re,mmed their burrowing. The PO:l who gave information on the 
attack was seized on 11 April. This was fortunate, for the sa,l_)Jers rho 
were killed bore very l;i ttle identifiable r:,aterial. The CIDG also weakened 
the defense by cutting a s hort cut through it; the NVA promptly utilized 
this breach. 
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i. The enemy tactics employed '•rere extremely effective and posed a 
definite threat to }'ai Loe. Large enemy fore es were in }'ai Loe' s area nll 
along, and only the accident of the }PJA radio operators death during the 
early minutes of the attack prevented the 1nJA from sendine reinforcements 
to complete the seizure of },ai Loe. Considering the relatively light 
weapons used (60mm mortar and B-40), the damage committed was substantial. 

4 • ...,.,, Other Activity, Late Spring 1970. 

a. On the 12th of April, Tien Phuoc elements raided an enemy base 
camp at BT 013037. The enemy was probable from the 31st/2nd !J"JA Divi8ion. 
Ha Thanh, A-104 continued to pressure the 120th VC Local Force Battalion, 
~nd on 16 April, CIDG frorr the camp sleu 12 VC in an encounter . A FAG 
mission located the VC batt.;.lion's base camp at BS 232623. 

a. Early on the morning of 30 April, Thuong Due came under small arms, 
D-40 and 82mm fire. Counter-fire i-1as directed at the enemy, and a first 
light sweep was executed; c; VC were killed and 1 was captured. The prisoner 
was interrogated and revealed that the enemy unit was the 90th NVA Regiment, 
324B NVA Division. 

c. May was quiet throughout MR-1 except for camp Thuong Due which 
was subjected to continuous indirect fire attacks and probes. The eremy~1! 
4th Front was using Thuong Due as a battlefield test ranee for its troops. 
The 1st !JSFC was sent in to counteract the enemy forces. On 20 Fay, 
while cm operation it was attacked 5 km west of the camp. The MSF, how
ever fought back aggressively ani the enemy broke contact and withdrew. 
Results were 15 :rrvA killed and 1 X 12. 7 mm AA T!lachine sun captured. From 
PO;f reports, it was learned that the 141st N7A Regj_ment, 38th F7A Regiment, 
490th NVA Sapper i3attalion and 577th F7A rocket/artillery Battalion were 
in the camp's A. 0. ARVN units also moved in to conduct operations. The 
enemy continued to harass the camp until mid-June. A prisoner seized 
on the 30th of April, one of a 2~ r.an sapper tean·, revealed that a ma.jar 
coordinated attack had been planned, but the signal never carr:e. The arti
lluy shellings did much damafe, levelling h,lf the c.i.mp structures . 
Results of the sicg€ w~•~ FVA killed, and one captured. Friendly losses 
were 10 CIDG, 1 Favy Sea Bee, 10 a.F and 47 civilians killed. 

d. On 21 }ay, Ha Thanh, A-104, was shelled s1ith 23 rounds of IJ2r:m 
mortar, t.-10 of ,1hich had CS gas. This was the first use of gas ag,inst 
Ha Thanh. 

e. In June, enemy activity fell off throughout }d-1 The 304th Irv A 
Division, complete, deployed to 1uang Tri Province from Laos to reinforce 
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NVA uni ts already there . The two r egiments which besieged Thuong Due 
departed to their base camps. Size<Able allied operation::; had foiled tl1e 
E:nerny' s efforts to present a serious at temp to the CIDG camp. }1eam1hile 
in Quang Tin Province, the 31st NVA Regiment moved to the Hiep Due Valley 
and activity around Tien Phuoc fell sharply. In the Hiep Due Valley, the 
Americal Division fell on the regiment and inflicted heavy casualties . 

f. July also was low in activity levels. Thf, Sth l SF operated 2r ound 
Thuong Due and found enemy installa tions abandoned in mid-June, after the 
Thuong Due att-.cks. Tien Fhuoc, however, expcric:nce:d a rise in act i vity 
with VC uni ts. Cn 3 July, one of the car.p 's opcro.tion l-:illcd 16 VC. n ,e 
contacts were with VC loca l force battalions pr oviding rear security f er 
the 31st NVA Regiment. On 20 July, a Ha Thanh oper ation initiated arid 
aGainst an HVA base area. Two HVA platoons guarding the camp ,,rere contacted 
and ovP-rrun; 18 "'·'A were slain o1.nd 14 structures in the. camp were der..ol isl,ed. 

g. Project Delta conducted t'-m final operations in rR-1 between 22 
r·arch and 30 June, and once again it was OPCON to the 101st Airborne Divis
ion. 

1. Cperation Delta Daeger, 3-70, occurred 10 1ay to 10 June 
1970. 1loute 616 was the primary area of interest, from its point of entry 
into South Vietnam through Quang Tri Province and the "Laotian Salient". 
Units encountered were squad to company size and occurred primarily al ong 
the road. During the second half of the operation, activity f ell of f as 
Pro~ect Delta fcrc•O and air assets took t heir toll of enemy unit s and 
equipment. Casualtiit'were 2 USASF killed .?nd 6 1-rnunded, also 3 helicopters 
do,,med, 4 crewmen killed and 3 wounded. The NVA los t 15 killed and 10 X 
2-1-'1i ton Soviet trucks and 2 X bulldozers destroyed. 

2. Delta Dagger II, 24 June to 30 June 1970, was an extension 
of Operation 3-70. There were only three ground operat i ons and no signifi
cant contacts or sightings. The opcrat i cl?, terminat ed on a low k!:y. 

J. On 30 June 1970, Project Delta, B- 52 ceased all tact ical 
operations and r eturned to its base in Nha""I'rang . The final month was 
spend on deactivation an::l the project closed out on 31 July 1970 . 

4. tJhat was the overall i mpHct of Project Delta? First, i t 
successfully supplied a long range reconnaiss ance force for Special 
Forces/CIDG operations throughout Vietnam. Used in combination with the 
}SF and conventional units, it achieved greatest succ~s s . The teams were 
especially valuable in areas ·,here the allied presemce was weak. Sli )ping 
in unnoti ced, Delta elements observed and harassed enemy "safe" areas and 
supply r outes. They also proved useful t ar get data for airstrikes and were 
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capable of BDA assessments. In the Ashau Valley, Project Delta provided 
the major friendly presence after the fall of the CIW camp in 1966. Here 
the Delta forces operated for 1/3 of a Jear continuous, in mid 1967, and 
they engaged in h2.rassing activity to a large extent . Intelligiencc ac
quisition was a large part of the Project Delta picture. This was achieved 
through observation, monitoring arrl document and prisoner capture; the 
number of PO.l's taker. :i:_s high - a total of 69 as compared with 367 kills; 
this is almost a 1:5 ra.tio and significantly, almost every operation re
turned with at least one PO.I. The psychological impact of a small comman
do-type team operating boldly deep in secure enemy areas cannot be estimated , 
but it was no doubt demoralizine for the enemy. The damage to enemy logis 
tics was more easily measurable, and it was substantial. 

5. (6) The Last ~onths Qf Co. C, August closing. 

a. The level of enemy activity was low in Aug~st in the majority of 
the camps. The 30hth NVA Division under1,.ent reorg,mization in Quang Tri 
Province. A separate 29th Sapper Battalion was created out of sapper 
units in the Division. The l:SF operated around Thuong Due but; , : o 
significant contact. At Tien Phuoc occurred the larcest actions, ~son 
lh August a regimental base was found, (unoccupied), and on the 18th a 
raid was initiated and 7 VG killed. On 25 August, following a platoon 
size contact, a CIDG sweep discovered a cache 0f ordnance equipment. 

b. In September, Thuong Due saw activity, but the rest of ER-1 was 
quiet. One large event was the closing of camp };ai Loe, A-101, on 27 
August 1970 . The Rangers declined to continue the camp 's existence be
cause other major units were operating in the area and the camp was diffi
cult to supply. 

c. Thuong Due was in the final stages of its conversion cycle when 
on 23 September at 1030 hours the camp and the District HQ received a 
mortar and recoillers rif le attack. neports of several prior to the attack 
indicated an enemy buildup. On 24 September, an agent reported that the 
38th NVA Regiment was near the camp, and that it was planning an attack 
during the moonsoon. The 577th NVA Rocket Battalion also was rPnorted 
nearby. Because the possibility of a siece was good, the 1st MS;FC moved 
in from Da Nang to conduct operations against the enemy. The M3F soon 
encountered resistance; on 18 October, at 1140 hours two NSF and one Thuong 
Due company were fired upon by an enemy unit. The friendly forces reacted 
and the enemy withdrew. '"1"snlts were 20 VC killed, a 75mm RR, 1 X B-hO 
rocket launcher and a Chicom radio c2ptured. Friepdly losses were 1 VWSF 
and 1 }~F killed. Again on 22 October, two MSF and a CIDG cow.pany were 
attacked while in RON position. The VC/NVA were repulsed and 20 enemy 
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troops were sl.i.in . Friendly losses were 5 CIDG killed. The enemy h.irass
ment of Thuong Due continued with regular indirect fire a.ttacks which lasted 
until 31 October. The rsF, however, prevented ground assaults and combined 
with airstrikes, the toll of enemy killed was 149 and 1 POJ. Once the 
siege was lifted , conversion plans resumed and on 15 November 1970, Thuong 
Due was converted to the 79th Ranger Battalion; 396 CIDG converted. 

d. PO,/ interrogation reve.i.led that the 8th/38th NVA Reeimcnt and 
490th Sapper Battalion planned an encircleMent of the camp, while the ?/30th 
woul d drive off ARVN reinf orcemcnts. The J:SF , ho -,ever, failed the attempt 
and foul weather at the end of October forced t he enemy to withdraw. 
Intelligence , however, posed the possi bility of a r enmved siege once the 
weather lifted and the USASF depart ed . 

e. The rest of l·'R-1 was busy with conversion. On 31 August, Ha 
Thanh, A-104 and Tra Bong, A-107 converted, to the 87th and 61st ARVN 
Ranger Batta.lions, respectively. Thr,..~ carrps converted on 30 September; 
Ninh Long, A-108, to the 68th Ranger, Ba To, A-106 to the An.VN 69th 
Rangers and Gia Vue, A-103 from the VNSF to the 70th Rangers Battalion. 
Tien Phuoc -! ollowed on 31 October 1970, converting to the 77th Rangers. 
With Thuong Due's closing, Co. C operations drew to a close. Eight batta
lions with 2,539 CIDG converted. On 16 November Company C went on s tand
down and redeployed to Nha Trang, thus ending USASF/CIDG operations in 
1--'R-l 

6. (U) Conclusion. 

The history of Company C reveals a rore difficult course in many 
ways than any of the other compani es experienced. In t11-l, the enemy was 
at his strongest and he pressured the USASF heavily. From the overrunning 
of Ashau in 1966, to the siege of 1 . .;.i Loe in 1970, a determined , r es ource
ful enemy faced the CJDG and l'SF . The allied forces, CIDG, VrSF, ARJ1., 
USASF, US1 C and A~erical Division foueht back sharply and inflicted heav-<J 
cauualties on the enemy. The CIDG in 11R-l worked exte:nsively •-Ii th the 
conventional units , for the enemy units faced were primarily conventional. 
A sparsit/ of indigenous population in the mount ains also hindered the 
CIDG progr am. Still, the USASF attacked the problems and carried on. 
The NVA were fought , and in 1969, the allies seized the initiative~ The 
events of 1970, ho,-.ever, ser ve as warning that MR-1 is not yet wo1r'!or 
the GVt'. r,·uch rem.:..ins to be done. The CIDG pr ogr am however, contributed 
8 new battalions of Rangers to the effort, and as shown in several opera
tions, ~he CIOO/USASF effort also hit the enemy in his logistical area 
and in the psychological sphere. The Lumber 1· ill Cc opc.ra ti ve and the Green 
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• .CONflD:fdTtAL • 
Guard Harvest opcratiors both attacked the civic side of the war, as well 
as denying valuable resources to the VC/NVA, and indeed, once the security 
of the country is solidified, the task of improving the life of the people 
must be confronted, to deny a source of discontent which a guerrilla move
ment can explo;i. t. Such USASF op, rations c1s the Tra. I3on6 Lumber Coopcra
ti ve may well lead the path in the reco01erJ of YR-1. Once more, the USASF 
can take credit for a job well done. 
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